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THE MESSENGER

.t                               No. 44      June 1986

ESO Observations of Bright Supernova in Centaurus A
   An extensive observing campaign is         outer layers are blown into the                heavy elements in the Universe haveunderway at the European Southern             surrounding space. A small and very            been generated in the exceedingly hotObservatory in an attempt to unravel          compact object may remain at the               interiors of stars in the supernovasome of the mysteries of massive stellar      centre. The best known historical super-       phase. Supernovae are very rarely dis-explosions, known as supernovae. It           nova was seen in the year 1054, giving         covered before they reach their maximalhas been triggered by the sudden              birth to the Crab Nebula and an associ-        brightness and little is known about theappearance of a comparatively bright          ated neutron star, wh ich was detected         early phases. Currently, about 20-25supernova in the peculiar galaxy              as a radio pulsar in 1967. Most, if not all,   supernovae are detected per year in ex-NGC 5128, located in the southern con-stellation Centaurus. This galaxy is oneof the strongest radio emitters in thesouthern sky and is as such designatedCentaurus A (Cen A).   The supernova, which has receivedthe official designation 1986 G by theInternational Astronomical Union, wasdiscovered on May 3.5 UT by ReverendR. Evans, an amateur astronomer inAustralia who has more than a dozenearlier discoveries to his credit. Itappeared as a "new star", southeast ofthe centre of Cen A and almost in themiddle of the broad dust band that gir-dies this unusual galaxy (see Figure 1).The magnitude was estimated as 12. Nosupernovae have been detected in thisgalaxy before. This event is of particularinterest, because comparatively brightsupernovae are rather rare and also be-cause of the peculiar nature of the pa-rent galaxy. The most recent supernovaof a similar magnitude was in 1980, inthe northern, spiral galaxy NGC 6946.   Supernovae are believed to representa late evolutionary stage of massive                                              Figure 1: This picture of the newly discovered supernova 1986 G in the peculiar, southernstars in wh ich the star runs out of atomic   galaxy Centaurus A (= NGC 5128) was obtained on 1986 May 8.0 UT with the ESO 40-cmfuei. It can no longer support its own        double astrograph (GPO) on La Silla. Exposure: 90 mitwtes on blue-sensitive lIa-O emulsion.weight and collapses. Immediately             Observer: H. Duerbeck, visiting astronomer from Astronomisches Institut, Münster, FRG. Thethereafter follows a dramatic ther-           11.5-mag supernova (indicated with an arrow) is situated in the extensive dust band thatmonuclear explosion during wh ich the         surrounds the galaxy.terior galaxies; the last one in our own        Na I 0 lines show a complicated struc-         not yet been possible to measure angalaxy, the Milky Way, appears to be the        ture with no less than six very deep           accurate distance to this galaxy. How-one found by Kepler in the constellation        absorption components. From a prelimi-         ever, if the intrinsic brightness of 1986 GOphiocus in 1604.                               nary analysis, it would appear that four       is that of a normal Type I supernova,   Observations at ESO with the 1-m             of these are caused by absorption of the       then the distance to Cen A would beand 50-cm photometrie telescopes                light from the supernova in four separate      around 2-3 Megaparsec (7-10 millionhave shown that supernova 1986 G was            interstellar clouds in Cen A. One is due       light-years), or only 3-4 times fartherstill brightening at a rate of about            to matter in the Milky Way and one may         away than the Andromeda Nebula. Cen0.05 mag/day on May 11.2 UT. On this            belong to an intergalactic cloud be-           A may therefore even be an outlyingdate, the V-magnitude was 11.4 and              tween Cen A and the Milky Way, the             member of the Local Group of Galaxies.colour index (B-V) was 1.1 magnitude.           existence of which was surmised in an          At a distance of 3 Megaparsec, the totalCCO images in different colours were            earlier ESO study of this galaxy               radio energy would be around 1058 ergs,exposed at the Oanish 1.5-m telescope           (O'Odorico et al., 1985, Ap. J 299,            corresponding to 104 solar masses.(cf. the note by Galletta in this               p.852).                                        Clearly, a most energetic event has ta-Messengef). Low-dispersion lOS and                 These observations, and the position        ken place in Cen A rather recently; theCCO spectra have been obtained with             near the middle of the dust band, indi-        velocity dispersion of the interstellarthe ESO 1.5-m spectroscopic telescope           cate that the supernova is situated weil       clouds may be a relict of it.and with the 2.2-m telescope (cf. the           inside the galaxy and that its light is           The ESO observations are continuing.note by di Serego Alighieri). They show a       dimmed by about 4 magnitudes due to            The following ESO staff and visiting as-typical Type I supernova spectrum be-           obscuring dust. Had it been situated in        tronomers have participated so far:fore maximum, significantly reddened            an unobscured region, its magnitude            I. Bues, P. R. Christensen, S. di Seregoby absorption in Cen A. Of special inter-       would have been about 7.5, making it           Alighieri, H. Ouerbeck, G. Galletta,est are very high dispersion spectral ob-       the brightest supernova in this century.       L. Kohoutek, P. Magain, P. E. Nissen,servations, obtained with the CASPEC            Oue to Cen A's peculiar structure (some        O. Reimers, R. Schulte Ladbeck andspectrograph at the ESO 3.6-m tele-             astronomers consider it to be the result       J. Sommer-Larsen.                The editorscope. The Ca 11 Hand K Iines and the           of a collision among two galaxies), it has
CCD Observations of Supernova 1986G in Cen A
G. GALLETTA, Astronomical Institute, University of Padova, Italy  A CCO image of the newly discovered          probably the result of arecent collision         galaxy share a cylindrical rotationsupernova in NGC 5128 was obtained             with agas cloud or a gas-rich system,           around the minor axis (Bertola et al.,with the Oanish 1.52-m telescope on            whose age has been estimated to about            1985, Ap. J, 292, L 51), i.e. perpendi-May 8, 1986. By comparison with previ-         3 x 108 years (Tubbs, A. 0., 1980, Ap. J        cular to the gas rotation axis.ous images of the same area it appears         241, 969). A convincing proof of this is           On the basis of these investigations, itthat the supernova is located in a lumin-      that the rotation axis of the gas coin-         appears that, in the region where theous portion of the dust band, similar to a     eides with the major axis of the underly-       supernova is located, the mean gas mo-hole in the disk of gas surrounding the        ing galaxy (Graham, J. A., 1979, Ap. J          tions relative to the sun are aroundgalaxy (Fig. 1).                               232, 60; Marcelin, M. et al., 1982, Na-         340-380 kms- 1 , but that the stellar mo-  This disk and the related dust lane is       ture, 297, 38) while the stars within the       tions, extrapolated to the same point,                                                                                               would be around 500 kms- 1 or more.                                                                                               Accordingly, the supernova in this                                                                                               peculiar galaxy (wh ich is not oblate but                                                                                               triaxial) must belong to the old popula-                                                                                               tion of the underlying stellar system, if                                                                                               its velocity is higher than 450 kms- 1 •                                                                                               However, the velocity of the central ob-                                                                                               ject of the supernova can only be mea-                                                                                               sured at a later stage, when it is weil                                                                                               past maximum. The interstellar absorp-                                                                                               tion lines wh ich were observed at ESO                                                                                               at high resolution then represent diffe-                                                                                               rent layers (clouds) in the dust band. On                                                                                               the contrary, if the supernova belongs to                                                                                               the stars connected to the gas disk, its                                                                                               velocity must be lower, but in that case                                                                                               we shall be obliged to revise the age of                                                                                               the collision phenomenon (cf. the article                                                                                               by Tubbs). This hypothesis is also in                                                                                               contradiction with the Type I appear-Figure 1: A sandwich of two photographs of Gen A, one taken before the explosion of the        ance of 1986G.supernova and one after. The sma" point at the centre of the white circle is the position of      Clearly, it is of great importance to1986G, as measured on a GGO frame, obtained with the Oanish 1.54-m telescope. The              continue the observations of this inter-diameter of the white circle is about 18 arcseconds.                                           esting object.
2    Low Resolution Spectroscopy of the Supernova 1986 G    Near Maximum Brightness    s.       01 SEREGO ALIGHIERI, * ST-ECF, ESO                                                                 ""                                                                 -<       Being at La Silla shortly after the                       ) _ r.:..:#~=~=~2:.......::SN~1.:::98=6G:.....:.ur:.--~=3::.:15=6           -=2.:..:2::::.m+-=8&::C....:+C=cDiI=5.-:S::S::::.A..:.7-.:::.5....:-8:::6           --,    supernova 1986 G was discovered, I                           Nre    had the opportunity to take two spectra                      (E -    before it reached maximum brightness                           ü                                                                 '-    and quasi simultaneously with ultraviolet                     (J)                                                                  m    spectra taken with IUE. My first spec-                         Lg(!    trum (Fig. 1) was taken on May 7 at                            (Dm

    03 : 56 UT with the Boiler & Chivens                         ~
    spectrograph and CCD # 5 at the 2.2-m                        ,I    telescope. with aresolution of 10 A. It                      (SI
    shows the features typical of type I
    supernovae - e. g. the broad one at    6120 A. The sodium D doublet at 5890/    96 A. which was so nicely resolved in                        LL    the CASPEC spectra. is visible here in    blend.                                                              lSlL---------r--------r-------,------l------.J                                                                           4735                                             5419                                    61~3                                                 6787   7471                                                                                            Wavelength CA)     • Affilialed 10 Ihe Aslrophysics Division, Space Sci-       ence Departmenl, European Space Agency.                        Figure 1: The spectrum of the supernova 1986G taken on May 7 at 03: 56 Ur.""-<                                                                                                                                                                           The second spectrum (Fig. 2) was ta-'-(J)         #~~~ 1      SN1986G ur   ~5, ~8           2. 2m+8&C+CCDil5. SSA 8-5-86                                                                                      ken on May 8 at 05 : 08 UT with the'-lSlNre-                                                                                                                                                                      same instrumentation but aresolution of(

    E                                                                                                                                                                     3 A. The comparison of the two spectra
    ü'-(J)                                                                                                                                                                     shows that the second is brighter - in    m                                                                                                                    --,-        ....                                                                                                                                                                          agreement with the fact that the super-    ~§l                                                                                                                                                                   nova was still rising - and is shifted(Q                                                                                                                                                                          slightly to the red. By applying to it an                                                                                                                                                                          intensity correction of 0.11 magnitude,I                                                                                                                                                                        and a velocity shift of 230 km/so it over-(SI.......                                                                                                                                                                   laps very weil to the spectrum of the'-"'g(!                                                                                                                                                                          previous night. as shown in Figure 3.    x....    :l                                                                                                                                                                    The velocity shift can be interpreted asLL                                                                                                                                                                        due to the fact that. as the emitting shell                                                                                                                                                                          due to the explosion expands and gets                                                                                                                                                                          thinner. we see deeper into it and there-          lSlL---------r----------,--------.------l.L----                                                                                                                 fore observe material moving towards            4784.   ~~~                 5~4~. 5~~              529 • ~~~                                         555 • 5~~                  581~. ~~~                       Wavelength CA)                                                                                                                                     us with smaller velocity. It would be    Figure 2: The spectrum ofthe supernova 1986G taken on May8 at 05: 08 UT (continuous line)                                                                                                                                                                          interesting to follow this behaviour as    together with the one of the previous night (dashed fine).                                                                                                            the supernova reaches maximum                                                                                                                                                                          brightness and beyond. I would there-                                                                                                                                                                          fore very much welcome collaboration "" -<                                                                                                                                                                       with later observers to this end. '-(J)        #~~~5       SN1986G ZRE8 ICO              2. 2m+8&C+CCO#5. SSA 7.8-5-86 '-lSl,Nre-    E    ü'-(J)                                                                                                                                                                               Tentative Time-table    m                                                                                                                                                                          of Council Sessions    L lSl    (D~                                                                                                                                                                        and Committee Meetings(Q                                                                                                                                                                               in 1986                                                                                                                                                                               August 26        Finanee Committee                                                                                                                                                                               Oetober 3        Seientilie Teehnieal                                                                                                                                                                                                Committee. Veniee                                                                                                                                                                                November 17 -18 Finanee Committee                                                                                                                                                                                November 18     Seientilie Teehnieal                                                                                                                                                                                                Committee                                                                                                                                                                                Deeember 8-9    Observing Pro-          lSlL-                           --r-                  ---,-                                                   .---_ _-l..-_ _-----.J                                                  grammes Committee            4784.   25~                 5~4     • 75~          529 • 25~                                         555 • 75~                  581~. 25~                           Deeember 11-12 Committee 01 Couneil                       Wavelength CA)                                                                                                                                          All meetings will take plaee at ESO in    Figure 3: The spectra of the supernova 1986G taken on May 7 and 8, corrected as described in                                                                               Garehing unless stated otherwise.    the text.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   3Oxigen Abundances in Horizontal Branch StarsR. NESCI, Istituto Astronomico, Universita di Roma
    The history of galactic nucleosyn-         The spectral feature looked for was the            directions (along and across the disper-thesis may be followed by looking at the       infrared triplet at 7772-7775 A, which is          sion) and the slit set up at 500 micronselement abundances in stars of different       practically the only measurable oxigen             (3.5 arcseconds) giving, at 7775 A, a netage. It is generally believed that, besides    feature in metaI poar A-type stars, with           peak continuum level of about 300hydrogen, helium und traces of a few           an expected total equivalent width of              counts/pixel with a two-hour exposure. light elements, all the other elements        about 500 mA. This triplet, however, is            In such a time, the number of cosmic have been essentially produced in the         formed in strong non-LTE conditions, so            rays collected by the CCO was, how-stellar interiars and then injected into       that its interpretation in terms of abun-          ever, very high (about 1,000), the majori-the interstellar medium by supernova           dance is not straightforward.                      ty of them involving two or three pixels.explosions and stellar winds, giving              Since the beginning of the observing            Removing the resulting spikes from theeventually origin to more and more met-        run (June 11-14, 1985) it was clear that,          images poses no problems if they occural rich new stellar generations. As the        due to the bad seeing and atmospheric              between the spectral orders, but is quiteamount of a given element produced by          transparency, the cluster HB stars could           questionable if they are on an absorp-a star is a function of its mass, a study of   be observed with a reasonable S/N ratio            tion line of the stellar spectrum. This is athe chemical enrichment of our galaxy          only by reducing the resolving power.              warning for first-time observers to limitmakes it possible to test the predictions      The CCO was therefore binned in both               the exposure time to less than one hour,of stellar nucleosynthesis and to castsome light on the behaviour of the starformation rate and the mass function in        1Y88the past.    The oxigen abundance in stars of dif-                                               1388ferent iron content has al ready been          1?~8measured in some main-sequencestars, subdwarfs, field and globular           1188cluster red giants, but few observationsof horizontal branch stars have been           11308done for this purpose up to now, namelythree field HB stars by Kodaira and                                                91313Tanaka (1972) and one star belonging to         :::130the globular cluster M 4 by Peterson(1985). The main result of all thesestudies is that tOfFel increases slowlywith decreasing [Fe/H] reaching eventu-           61313ally a plateau about [O/Fe]-+0.6 (seePilachowsky, Sneden and Wallerstein                                                  S013                                                                       ...L-            -L-             --''---             ...L            -'--'1983 for a review). There are, however,some globular clusters of intermediate                                           58                       158                                2S8metaliicity wh ich do not show an oxigen       Figure 1: Flat-fielded spectrum of HO 74721 showing the 01 triplet: C are cosmic-rays spikes,enhancement, a feature that can be             N are night-sky lines, 0 is a GGO defect. Abscissa is in pixels, ordinate is in total net counts. Aconsidered as a signature of non-              width of five pixels was used to extract the spectral order.homogeneity in the process of chemicalenrichment of our galaxy. Quite recently,      .1 YI3 13    ,.------·..,--------1--however, this result has been ques-tioned by Butler et al. (1986) who found,      1388from a sampie of 20 field RR Lyrae stars       1C88that tOfFel increases with increasing[Fe/H].                                        .1 113 1:1    The aim of this work was to look at theoxigen abundance in globular cluster           .1~I313HB stars, in order to check the resultsfrom their red giants, using the capabili-       988ty of the CASPEC spectrograph at the             :::88ESO 3.6-m telescope to reach 14-mag-nitude stars with a good resolving power(-0.2 A) and adequate signal to noiseratio. Two globular clusters were                688selected, one oxigen-rich (NGC 6397)and the other oxigen-poor (NGC 6752),                                                 S813essentially on the basis of their HB stars'                 '---       ...1..'            '              -L                 ~               _'_J

apparent magnitude. A number of field                                            58                       1513                               ?S0
HB stars were also included in the pro-        Figure 2: Same as Figure 1 but with the flat-field correction applied after the speclral ordergramme in order to see whether they            extraction as explained in Ihe text. A width of 11 pixels was used to extract the flal-fieldshowed a similar bi modal distribution.        spectral order and of 5 pixels for the star.4taking, if necessary, several spectra of           us from securing blue spectra for any                  ing the data reduction, which was per-the same star. In addition, one should             programme star and allowed only two                    formed at the Rome Astronomical Insti-not forget that cosmic rays are detected           stars of NGC 6397 to be observed in the                tute with home-made software. The firstby the CCO also when the shutter is                infrared. Unfortunately, these last spec-              was that the stellar spectrum does notclosed, so that it is not possible to in-          tra showed an atmospheric emission                     always fall completely on the same pix-terrupt an exposure for, say, one hour             line at 7774 Ä wh ich largely overfilled               els as the flat-field spectrum. This is due(due to the clouds, for instance) and              the stellar 0 I absorption triplet, located            to the fact that, during the observations,then continue: the CCO will be filled by           at the same wavelength due to the low                  it is difficult to know if the star is on thecosmic rays spikes!                                radial velocity of the cluster. One would              slit centre as the slit is not actually visi-   For sake of homogeneity with the                expect night-sky subtraction to be                     ble on the guide monitor. One way tospectra of the cluster stars, the field HB         possible for CASPEC spectra, as the slit               overcome this point would be to takestars, wh ich were intended as compari-            used was higher than the stellar image                 the stellar spectrum through one of theson stars, were taken with the same                diameter. As a matter of fact, due to the              small apertures of the spectrographinstrumental configuration, so they are            CCO binning and the bad seeing, only                   decker (beside the slit, obviously) re-actually not the best that can be ob-              one pixel at each side of the stellar                  serving the full slit width to the flat-fieldtained with the CASPEC. Eventually,                spectrum was left to estimate the night                spectrum. Unfortunately, this procedurethey came out to be the only useful                sky luminosity, not enough to safely                   was developed only towards the end ofobservations of this unlucky run. In-              evaluate the emission line strength and                the observing run. Aposteriori, twodeed, bad weather conditions and a                 recover the stellar absorption line.                   ways are left to retrieve the data: one isnumber of technical troubles prevented                Two main problems were found dur-                   to use another flat-field exposure which                                                                                                          better matches the stellar spectrum                                                                                                          position; the other is to extract both the 53 00 - ------,,----                     -- r - - - --- ---r--------,.------~                            stellar and the flat-field spectrum of a                                                                                                          given order from the raw data and then                                                                                                          divide the stellar spectrum by the flat-                                                                                                          field one. Although this procedure is in ~~ 200                                                                                                   principle not correct, I found that it gave                                                                                                          nearly the same result as the normal flat- :),150                                                                                                   fielding procedure: differences may be :~H10                                                                                                          judged from a comparison of Figure 1                                                                                                          and Figure 2.                                                                                                              The second problem was a small non-                                                                                                          linearity in the response of the CCO,                                                                                                          wh ich can hardly be corrected a poste-                                                                                                          riori. Ouring the observing run, 3 con-                                                                                                          secutive flat-field spectra were taken                                                                                                          with exposure times of 1, 2 and 3 sec-                                                                                                           onds, to roughly test the CCO linearity.                                                                                                          Then a given order was extracted from                                            .l..              '--              -'-             -J....-J    each exposure and the resulting spectra                                                                                                          compared with each other: no differ-                                                                                                 250      ences were found in the interferenceFigure 3: Flat-field spectra of the order containing the 01 triplet taken in different nights.             patterns and the count levels were pro-Abscissa is in pixels, ordinate is in net counts/pixel. The spectra have been vertically shifted for       portional to the exposure times withina better comparison.                                                                                      the limit of the clock accuracy. How-                                                                                                           ever, when flat-field exposures taken in                                                                                                           different nights were compared, small .1. Y~j 0                "                                       ----]"---.--- -.----..-----~]                                      variations in the fringes amplitude and in                                                                                                          the overall shape of the flat-field spec- .t3 (10                                                                                                          trum were found (see Fig. 3). A further 1200                                                                                                      signature of a small non-linearity are the                                                                                                           long-term wavy pattern of the flat- .1.H10                                                                                                   fielded stellar continuum and the incom-                                                                                                           plete correction, at a 4 % level, of the 1~j~j0                                                                                                    interference fringes: the importance of                                                                                                          this effect may be estimated by compar-   900                                                                                                     ing the raw spectrum of Figure 4 with   ::: (10                                                                                                the corrected spectrum of Figure 1.                                                                                                              The wavelength range of the spectra   700                                                                                                     obtained was from about 6870 to                                                                                                          7900 Ä. Few absorption Iines, besides   600                                                                                                    the atmospheric HO and 0 bands, are   S~j 0                                                                                                   present in metal-poor A-type stars in                                                                                                          this spectral region. Besides the strong   Y00                                                                                                    01 triplet, some CI, N I, Fe II and Mg II                              50                             150                                ?S0        lines were expected but none of themFigure 4: Spectrum of HO 74721 without flat-field correction: the effect of the interference              was unambiguously detected. Prelimi-fringes is quite evident, Scales as in Figure 1. The spectrum of Figure 2 is obtained dividing this       nary equivalent widths, obtained simplyspectrum by the (normalized) flat-field spectrum of Figure 3.                                             summing up the depth of each pixel
                                                                                                                                                     5TABlE 1                                                                                           Table 1, where HO 86986 is taken as                                                                                                  reference star. The definition of the         Star         W(A)         [O/H]                    [Fe/H]                   [CaJH]                                                                                                  trend of [O/H] vs [Fe/H] is not possible    HO     2857       0.41         -0.4         -1.3        -1.9                                  by now, because a homogeneous set of    HO    74721       0.61         +0.1                                  -1.2          0.0        [Fe/H] determinations is not available    HO    86986       0.57          0.0                     -1.1         -1.6         -2.0        and the published values, also collected    HO   117880       0.58          0.0                                               -1.0        in Table 1, are clearly inadequate. A first    HO   130095       0.32         -0.7         -0.6                                  -0.6        result that can be remarked, however, is    HO   139961       0.53         -0.1                                               -1.6        that the oxigen abundances found span    HO   213468       0.43         -0.3                                              <-1.1        a range of about a factor 6 within thisValues ot [Fe/H] are (trom lett to right) trom Kodaira and Davis Philip (1981), Danfort and lea                                                                                                  star sam pie, with the most oxigen-poor(1981), Klochkova and Panchuk (1985). [CaJH] values are trom Rodgers (1972).                      star being relatively iron rich. It mayaiso                                                                                                  be noted that the [CalH] ranking found                                                                                                  by Rodgers (1972) from the Hand K line                                                                                                  intensities in low dispersion spectra                                                                                                  does not agree with the present (prelimi-normalized to the continuum level, are           are available for the present stars (see                                                                                                  nary) [O/H] ranking. A homogeneous setshown in the second column of Table 1            Huenemoerder, de Boer and Code 1984                                                                                                  of spectroscopic (blue) observations offor all the programme field HB stars.            for the most recent results) all in fair                                                                                                  these stars is clearly needed to deriveTheir accuracy should be of the order of         agreement among them. On the con-                                                                                                  their microturbulence and [Fe/H] values15 %, the main source of error being the         trary, microturbulence has been mea-                                                                                                  and then the trend of [O/Fe].continuum position. A comparison with            sured for only 4 stars, and there is noprevious observations may be done only           agreement between different authors.for HO 86986, whose 0 I triplet equiva-                                                                                                  References                                                 However, the spread of this parameterlent width was found 0.65 + 0.13 Ä by            is not large when stars observed with            Baschek, B., Scholz, M., Sedlmayr, E., 1977,                                                                                                    As~on.As~ophys. 55,375.Kodaira and Tanaka from an image-tube            the same instrument are compared, and                                                                                                  Butler, 0., laird, J. B., Eriksson, K., Manduca,spectrum. Given the observational                the resulting maximum spread in the                                                                                                    A, 1986, Astron. J. 91, 570.errors, the agreement may be consid-             triplet equivalent widths should be less         Dantort, S. C., lea, S. M., 1981, Astron. J. 86,ered good.                                       than 20 %. If one assumes, as a first               1909.   As it was told above, the formation of        approximation, that microturbulence is           Huenemoerder, D. P., de Boer, K. S., Code,this 0 I absorption triplet happens in           nearly the same for all the programme              AD., 1984, Astron. J. 89, 851.strong non-LTE conditions, which have            stars, then the ranking in oxigen equiva-        Klochkova, V. G., Panchuk, V. E., 1985, Sov.been extensively studied by Baschek,             lent width may be considered as a rank-            Astron. 29, 320.Scholz and Sedlmayr (1977). From their           ing in abundance too.                            Kodaira, K., Tanaka, K., 1972, Publ. Astron.                                                                                                    SOG. Japan 24, 355.computations it is clear that tempera-              From the paper of Baschek et al. one                                                                                                  Kodaira, K., Davis Philip, AG., 1981, lAUture and gravity differences have only a         may roughly derive that 6. log [O/H]-                                                                                                     Coll. No. 68, 153.small effect on the total equivalent width       2.86. log (Wj for [O/H]--1 and a micro-          Peterson, R. C., 1985, Astrophys. J. 289,320.of the triplet for HB A-type stars, while        turbulence of 5 km/s. This allows a pre-         Pilachowsky, C.A., Sneden, C., Wallerstein,major effects are expected from micro-           liminary conversion from equivalent                 G., 1983, Astrophys. J. Suppl. 52,241.turbulence and metal content variations.         widths to relative abundances to be              Rodgers, AW., 1972, Mon. Not. R. Astron.Several determinations of Te and log(g)          made, which is shown in column 3 of                 SOG. 146, 71.

The Optical Counterpart of OH/IR 17.7-2.0
T. LE BERTRE, ESO   Type-li OH sources are characterized           parts at infrared wavelengths have led          tribution is dominated by reradiationby maser emission at 1,612 MHz                   to the discovery of objects extremely            from circumstellar dust grains and, ex-(18 cm), with a double-peaked velocity            red to the point that they could not be         cept for a feature at 10 /-lm, it is similar topattern. The emission is supposed to              identified optically. For that reason,          that of a blackbody at a temperaturearise in an expanding circumstellar shell,       these new objects have been desig-               lower than - 1,000 K. The 10 ~lm fea-the blue-shifted peak being produced in           nated "unidentified OH/IR sources". As          ture is generally attributed to silicateits front side, and the red-shifted peak in      they show similarities, in the OH and IR         grains and characterizes oxygen-richits back side. In such a model, the velo-        properties, with Miras or supergiants,           circumstellar matter. The prototype ofcity separation is equal to twice the ex-        they have been considered to be cool             this class of objects is OH/IR 26.5+0.6:pansion velocity of the circumstellar en-        stars in the late stages of evolution on         its spectrum, comparable to the one of avelope. Very often, these sources are            the Ascending Giant Branch (AGB), or             blackbody at - 400 K, peaks aroundassociated with long-period variables of         core-helium burning supergiants (de              10 /-lm and it is not detected at Aspectral type later than M5, such as             Jong, 1983). These stars are in a phase          < 2 /-lm. It is variable in the IR and OHMiras or supergiants whose spectral              of enhanced mass loss and, conse-                emissions, with a very long periodenergy distributions peak at - 2 /-lm.           quently, produce an envelope so dense            (P - 1,630 days). From the OH spec-Systematic radio surveys have led to the         that they are completely hidden to ob-           trum, the expansion velocity is - 14 kmdiscovery of numerous type-li OH ma-             servers at short wavelengths; this phase         S-1. Using the Very Large Array (V LA) ,sers not associated to previously known          is assumed to precede the planetary              Herman et al. (1985) resolved the OH-stellar objects. Research of counter-            nebula stage. Usually, the energy dis-           shell structure and showed it to be
6                                  I                                     I                              I       consequently, deserved careful atten-                                                                                                               tion. As this source is in a region near       30"1-                                                                                               -   the galactic plane, which is very                                                                                                               crowded, there was a high probability of                                                                                                               confusion. Also, it could be possible that                                                                                                               a background star was exactly coinci-                                                                                                               dent with the real OH/IR source. Clearly,                                                                                                               the first step was to select or obtain the       20"-                                                                                                -   best possible coordinates in different                                                                                                               wavelength ranges.                                                                                                                   Bowers et al. (1981), with the VLA,                                                                                                               measured a radio position (labelIed OH                                                                                                               on Figure 1) which is accurate to ± 1". In                                                                                                               the visible, by using the Optronics       10" -                                                                                               -   machine of ESO-Garching, it is possible                            IRA~                                                                                                               to measure positions on Schmidt plates                                        I                                                                      with an accuracy of ± 1"; this has been                                                                                                               done for the objects in the field of the                                                                                                               OH position (labels: A, B, C, 0, E, F). At                                                                                                               this level of investigation, it appears that-14°31'00" I -                                                                                             -   the Sevres' object (A) is the only possi-                                                                                                               ble counterpart of the OH source, visible                                                                                                               on the Sky Atlas plates. The near in-                                                                                                               frared position of the OH/IR source                                                                                                               could be measured, using the 1-m tele-                                                                                                               scope on La Silla. With this telescope, in       50" -                                                                             +~                            -   the pointing mode, by referring to Perth                                                                                                               70 astrometric stars, it is possible to                                                                                                               measure absolute positions to within                                                                                                               - 7". Using it in the offset mode, it is                                                                                                               possible to obtain relative positions                                                                                                               accurate to - 2". By doing so, and using       40" r-                                                                                              -   a nearby star whose coordinates were                                                                                                               measured with the Optronics machine,                                                                                                               the position of the IR source was ob-                                   I                                     I                             I       tained, at 2 flm, with an accuracy of                                                                        39 S                           38"     - 3" (label IR2). Once again, the only                                                                                                               possible optical counterpart is object A.                                                         Q   (1950.0)                                          The IRAS satellite measured a positionFigure 1: Positions of OH/IR 17.7-2.0, measured in different wavelength ranges (IRAS                           in the (10-100 flm) range wh ich is la-[10-100 pm]; IR2 [2 pm]; OH [18 cm]; A [0.5 pm]). Positions ofsome field objects (8, C, 0, E, F)               belled IRAS on Figure 1. Due to the fieldare also indicated.                                                                                                               of view of the detectors and to the scan-                                                                                                               ning mode of observation, the error boxspherical with a radius of 2.2"; measur-                As stated above, such an identifica-                   is wide and elongated; nevertheless, it ising the phase delay between the blue                 tion was absolutely unexpected and,                        interesting to note that all the three posi-and the red peaks of OH emission, theydeduce a distance of 1 kpc. At this dis-tance, the luminosity is - 18 x 103 ~,                       120,...-----------------------------,and the mass-Ioss rate, 5 x 10-5 Mevyr- I .                                                                           OH    17.7 -2.0   Another famous unidentified OH/IR                                              E.S.O. 15msource is OH/IR 17.7-2.0. It has a typi-                                          10/11 MARCH 1985cal type-li OH spectrum, indicative of           ~                                                             80an average expansion velocity (Ve -              ~                                                     w14 km s-'). As its energy distribution is            Q)                                                     VI

peaking at 30 flm, there should be no            N
                                                     ,                                                                                                                t                                                     Ehope to find any optical counterpart.                w

Nevertheless, in some aspects this ob-               c::n
                                                     '-ject appears to be peculiar. Bowers et               Q)                                                             1,0                                                 -0                                                     ,                                                         Na Ial. (1981), using also the VLA, showed           0

that the structure is not spherical, but             X
                                                     :::Jelongated (3.1 x 1.4"). Norris et al.            Li:(1984) discovered in the OH spectrum ahigh-velocity feature (600 km s-') wh ichmight indicate that a violent phenome-                       0non is occurring in this source. Finally,                        4200                           5226                     6252                       7278Sevre (1984) discovered what could be                                                             WAVELENGTH (Alan optical counterpart of OH/IR                      Figure 2: (4200-7500 A) lOS spectrum of the optical counterpart of OH/IR 17.7-2.0. The17.7-2.0.                                            spectral resolution is - 15 A; the calibration in fluxes is accurate to - 30 %.                                                                                                                                                           7tions, obtained in very differentwavelength ranges and with different in-struments, are consistent with A.                                                                 U ß VR ,           J   H   K   L H      NI N2 N3                                                                                                                    uo   1
                                                                                                                    I    This positional agreement does not imply a physical association between A                   1Sand OH/IR 17.7-2.0. On March 10/11 1985, a spectrum of A was obtainedwith the Boilers & Chivens spectrograph attached to the 1.5-m telescope and equipped with an IDS detector. This                                                                                                               i              I spectrum is presented in Figure 2; the resolution (FWHM) is - 15 A. Whereas one would have expected a spectrum dominated by molecular bands, such asthose due to TiO and, eventually, VO,                                                          14                                              !!                        I like in Mira or M supergiants, at first glance, it looks desperately flat. A few absorption features, like the Na I doublet      I                                                     N                                                                                                    I at 5893 A, are visible and point towards an early K-type object. Could it be that                                                       fthe object A is astar, merely coincident                                                     ;>                                                                                            ! with the OH/IR source?    To elucidate this problem, the 1-mtelescope was again used, but, this                                                 u-                                                     ;>                                                     01                                                          13                        !±                                                     otime, for obtaining the broad band ener- gy distribution between .4 and 20 11m.                                    f!This telescope may be equipped withtwo photometers, one for the visual range, and one for the infrared. In June                                                                       t 1985, (U, B, V, R, I) data were obtained with the visible photometer and a Quan-tacon photomultiplier; as the field is very crowded, the sky was measured at po- sitions predetermined with the Op-tronics on Schmidt plates. The IR photo- meter equipped with an InSb detector                                                          12                                                                    I was used to measure the source in the                                                                         OH/IR 17.7-2.0 (J, H, K, L, M) bands; similarly, care wastaken for avoiding pollution from the                                                                                                               E.S.O. 1m chopped beams. Fluxes at 10 and                                                                               JUNE 1985 20 11m were measured with a bolometer                    11 detector. All these data are plotted in Figure 3, together with those obtained by the IRAS satellite during 1983. The whole spectrum is characterized by a continuity in the variations of the fluxes,                                                                                o                                                   2 indicating that no misidentification has been made. From the (N1, N2, N3) mea-                                                                  log A (~m) surements one suspects the presence             Figure 3: Broad band energy distribution of OHI/R 17.7-2.0. The filled eire/es (.) eorrespond of the 10 11m silicate feature in absorp-       to data obtained with the 1-m te/eseope; the triang/es (6.), to /RAS data.tion. It is difficult to explain quantitative- Iy this kind of spectrum by the addition of spectra produced by two different objects, such as the one of a typical OH/       ened by a confirmation of the central                absorption features, in particular, the IR source peaking at 30 11m, and the one        star spectral type independent of optical            usually strong absorption band due toof a K star; from (U, B, V, R, I) data, a K      observations of A. Low resolution spec-              CO at 2.3 ~lm is obviously not present.background star could not be very much           tra can be recorded in the infrared by               This absence indicates that the underly-reddened, and, with such a modelling, a          using the standard ESO photometers;                  ing star is of spectral type earlier thandeficit of energy appears in the 1-5 11m         Circular Variable Filters (CVF) are in-              K5 and, consequently, is a confirmationrange. In fact, this kind of spectrum            c1uded in those and give a spectral re-              of the physical association between OH/seems to be typical of stars embedded            solution of - 60. M stars are charac-                IR 17.7-2.0 and A.in an axi-symmetrical dust shell; for in-        terized in the 1-5 11m region by the                    OH/IR 17.7-2.0 appears now to bestance, the bipolar nebula CRL 2688              presence of molecular absorption fea-                not so "unidentified" as previouslyhas a very similar broad band energy             tures, mainly due to CO and H20. As the              thought. The CVF and IDS spectra indi-distribution (Ney et al., 1975).                 object is relatively faint, it was                   cate that it is in a more evolved stage    The observations with the 1-m tele-          necessary to observe it with the 3.6-m               than the one of AGB or M supergiantscope point towards a physical associa-          telescope. The recorded spectrum is                  stars. Objects like OH/IR 17.7-2.0,tion between the IR source and object            presented in Figure 4. Once again, the               while they are still type-li OH emitters,A. This interpretation could be strength-        surprising character is the absence of               could be already evolving towards the
8planetary stage, through an axi-                              I                               I                                 I        I           I          Isymmetrical structure reminiscent ofbipolar nebulae. Further observations                                   OH/IR      17.7-2.0exploiting this still unique opportunity of                             E.S.O. 16m                                                                        4/5 JUL Y 1985studying the central star of a type-li OH/IR source are in progress; and, ofcourse, other optical counterparts are              135 f-                                                                                                                                    .            .        {..       -actively searched for.                                              N                                              :c                                                                     ...,. e.                                                                                                                                        .. ...            I                                               )(                                                                                                        r:········                                                                                              .·.·····..·1                                               :>                                              u..                       ~                                                                   .......... ••References                                     :>             ••
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Infrared Observations of Comet Halley Near Perihelion
T. LE BERTRE, P. BOUCHET and A. CHALABAEV, ESOA. C. DANKS, Michigan State UniversityT. ENCRENAZ and N. EPCHTEIN, Observatoire de Paris-Meudon   Ground-based observations of pe-           1 or 2 hours each day during their ob-                                      In Figure 1, the broad band flux dis-riodic Comet Halley near its perihel ion      serving runs.                                                            tribution is shown plotted againstpassage were important due to the in-            During this time, between December                                    wavelength. Although the dust grainscreased activity of its nucleus as it ap-     24, 1985, and March 3, 1986, the 1-m                                     expelled from the nucleus constitute, inproached the sun and, in this specific        telescope was used for approximately                                     mass, only a minor fraction of the mate-case, due to the planned spacecraft fly-      three periods of two weeks each. The                                     rial, they are the dominant element re-bys several weeks later. As with all com-     orbit of the comet brought it from the                                   sponsible for the observed broad-bandets, it naturally reached its maximum         northern hemisphere to the southern                                      IR spectrum. The flux distribution can bebrightness at perihel ion, but, of course,    hemisphere, steadily brightening, and,                                   seen to consist of two different regimes:it was then so close to the sun that it       trom February 17 to March 3, the com-                                    trom 1 to - 3 ~m, the spectrum is do-was difficult to see or measure. It is the    et was undoubtedly weil located                                          minated by dust-scattered sunlight,cometary astronomers misfortune that          (0 --14°) for observations from La Sil-                                  whereas at wavelengths longer thanthe best moments to catch a comet at          la. The comet was west of the sun in this                                3 ~lm, thermal emission from the dust isits brightest are just before sunrise, or     period and, consequently, observable in                                  dominating, and described weil by ajust after sunset. Few ESO telescopes         the morning; due to the configuration of                                 400 0 K blackbody (no wavelength de-can be used to observe the comet so           the Andes the sunrise was delayed by                                     pendence of emissivity has been takenclose to the sun. Among them, the GPO         approximately 15 minutes. These 15 mi-                                   into account). The spectrum is qualita-wh ich can almost be pointed to the hori-     nutes or so were crucial in the period                                   tively similar to that found in cometszon, and the 1-m telescope which, when        trom February 17 to 18 when the comet                                    Bennett, Kohoutek and Bradfield (seeequipped for IR observations, can be          was at less than 20° from the sun. The                                   e.g., Ney, E.P.: 1974, Icarus 23,551).used for daytime observing. Our princi-       1-m telescope was equipped with an                                          In Figure 2, the evolution of individualpal interest was to monitor the comet         InSb detector for the 1 to 5 ~lm range or                                bands and colours is shown with time,progress and evolution in the IR using        a bolometer for the 8 to 20 ~lm range.                                   over the period between February 17both the ESO 3.6-m and 1-m tele-              Both instruments employ a focal plane                                    and March 3, 1986. One measurement ascopes. As a single group, we had suffi-      chopper, and chopping was carried out                                    day was made at approximately 10cient time spaced around perihel ion to       in the east-west direction with a 30 arc-                                hours UT, and the observations were,monitor the comet fairly weil. In addition,   seconds amplitude. This naturally                                        therefore, carried out during day time,we were able to fill some of the remain-      means, due to the large angular size of                                  centring the comet by maximizing theing holes with the kind cooperation of        the comet, that with one beam centred                                    detector signal. This procedure worked1-m observers B. Reipurth, H. Cuypers         on the nucleus, the other beam was                                       weil as there was found to be noand G. Hahn, who allowed us to observe        somewhere in the coma.                                                   wavelength dependence with this
                                                                                                                                                                        9                                                                                                 part due to the elongated shape of the                    H      K                   M           Nl   N2   N3         QO               nucleus; depending on the orientation of                                                                                                 the nucleus with respect to the sun, the                                                                                                 surface area exposed to the sun's radia-                                                                                                 tion, and hence solar heating, would be                                                                                                 different, consequently varying the                                                                                                 amount of heat absorbed, and therefore                 PIHALLEY                                                                        the amount of matter released. Such a                                                                                                 geometrical effect could alone account                <P=30"                                                                                                 for a factor 4 in the variation of mass                 E.S.O. 1m                                                                       loss, only if the nucleus is highly prolate                                                                                                 (4: 1). In fact, recent pictures obtained                                                                                                 by Giotto suggest that the nucleus is of                                                                                                 the order of 12 by 5 kms (i. e. - 2: 1). N                                                                                                 Another source of the outbursts could :r:                                                                                             be inhomogeneities in the composition                                                                                                 of the nucleus. Present models suggest                                                                                                 that the cometary nuclei are made of                                                                                                 snows or ices, with a clathrate or porous > LL                                                                                                 like structure in which the dust particles >     16                                                                                        are held. Solar heating results in subli-                                                                                                 mation of these snows with the conse- Cl o                                                                                               quent release of gases and dust. Fur-                                                                                                 thermore, varying composition or crys-                                                                                                 tallization of the ices would result in                                                                                                 varying specific heats and hence vary-                                                                                                 ing production rates. In both cases, the                                                                                                 rotation of the nucleus should be re-                                                                                                 flected in the light-curve by some sort of                                                                                                 periodicity. If this periodicity were due                                                                                                 solely to geometrical effects, the ob-                                                                                                 served period would be twice as high as                                                                                                 that produced from a rotating active re-                                                                                                 gion. More likely, both effects are pre-                                                                                                 sent, with several active regions, to pro-                                                                                                 duce a more complex variation.

                                                                                                       The monotonic variations are most
                                                                                                    probably due to changes in the dis-     15                                                                                             tances between the comet, sun and                                     I                                                              earth. Part of them are almost certainly                                     I                                    I                                                               observational effects. As the chopping                                   I                                                                throw used was fixed at 30 arcseconds,                                                                                                    it follows then that, as the earth-comet            o                         0.5                          1.0                          1.5 distance changes, we effectively com-                                             log   A   (pm)                                         pare the nuclear region to physically dif-                                                                                                    ferent parts of the coma. The coma it-Figure 1: Broad band spectral energy distribution of the central part of comet P/Hal/ey (0 = 30'?obtained in January 1986 with the 1-m telescope. The labels in the upper part of the frame                                                                                                    self, being fed by mass loss from theindicate the positions of the broad band filters that have been used.                               nucleus will also be varying in bright-                                                                                                    ness.
                                                                                                    Variations of colour with time are also
                                                                                                 seen; although the effect is small in                                                                                                 comparison with the individual mag- technique; also we had checked, be-            and appear to be weil correlated (to help        nitude, it is real and was especially ap-fore, that the IR centre corresponded to        visualize this correlation, linear regres-       parent around March 1. The rapid colourvisual centring to within 2 to 3 arc-           sion lines are also shown). This means           fluctuations could be indicative of anseconds. Throughout, we used the IHW            that these fluctuations are almost identi-       evolution in the scattering and emittingephemeris to locate the comet, and we           cal in the emitted and in the scattered          properties of the dust as ist moves out-also took the cometary motions from             fluxes, and, consequently, that they are         wards from the nucleus. The monotonicthere to set the telescope tracking rate;       mainly due to variations in the mass-            variations in K-J most probably are dueboth proved extremely accurate. Fig-            loss rate ("outbursts"). Of course, it is        to changes in the scattering angle,ure 2 shows that strong fluctuations in         weil known that comets exhibit both a            whereas the L-M index would moreindividual bands were seen from day to          gas tail and a dust tail, and it is therefore    probably reflect the decrease in dustday superimposed on a monotonic vari-           not surprising that we have noted a cor-         temperature as the comet recedes fromation. In some cases, fluctuations of up        relation between these outbursts and             the sun. Finally, time variations study ofto 1.5 magnitudes are seen within 24            the apparition of tail features. The origin      the observed fluxes from different dia-hours (i. e. a factor of 4 in flux). These      of these rapid variations in the mass-           phragms is also possible due to the highfluctuations were present in all filters        loss rate may be multiple. It could be in        quality of the detector beam profiles,10                                                                                                ESO Exhibition at the                                          PIHALLEY                                              Amateur Astronomy                                          4'=30"                                          E.S.O. 1m                                                                                                Fair at Laupheim              16                                                                                                   Soon after the ESO exhibition at the         L-M 14                                                                                 Reuschel Bank in Munich closed on 30               12                                                                               April, it was transported to the city of                                                                                                Laupheim, about 150 km west of                                                                                                Munich. Here it was one of the high-                                                                                                lights during the 3-day Amateur As-                                                                                                tronomy Fair on May 17-19, 1986. The                                                                                                fair wh ich was organized by Volksstern-                                                                                                warte Laupheim for the fifth time at-                                                                                                tracted more than 5,000 amateur as-              12                                                                                tronomers from all over Germany and                                                                                                was a great success.         K-J 10                                                                                    The photo on page 24 of this issue              08                                                                                shows a model of the ESO New Tech-                                                                                                nology Telescope (scale 1 : 20) which                                                                                                joined models of La Silla, the ESO 3.6-m                                                                                                and the future ESO VLT 16-m telescope                                                                                                in Laupheim. The ESO exhibition which l.U                                                                                            also includes large colour pictures of the 0                                                                                              most beautiful objects in the southern ::::>                                                                                          sky, is available for similar occasions. t-                                                                                             Societies, institutions, etc. who are in-                                                                                                terested in borrowing (part of) the exhi- z          L                                                                                     bition should contact the ESO Informa- l:J              OS                                                                                tion and Photographic Service. <{

                                                                                                ESO Press Releases
               0                                                                                                   The following material has been pub-                                                                                                lished since the last issue of the                                                                                                Messenger. It has been sent to about                                                                                                350 addresses in the ESO member                                                                                                countries and beyond. The distribution                                                                                                is limited for practical reasons, but              4S                                                                                members of the press are welcome to                                                                                                apply for inclusion to the ESO Informa-                                                                                                tion and Photographic Service (address                                                                                                on last page).          H 40                                                                                                PR s/n:   The ESO 16-m Optical Tele-                                                                                                          scope (VL1) - a Colour                                                                                                          Brochure (20 March).                                                                                                PR 07/86: Big Radio Galaxy Is Nearer              35                                                                                          Than Previously Thought                                                                                                          (13 May; with photo of NGG                                                                                                          5128 = Cen A).                                                                                                   Note also that an ESO Halley Slide                   IS               20                     2S                    2                                                                                                Set has now become available, see the                             FEB.        1986              10h U. T. )         MAR.    1986                                                                                                announcement on page 17 in this issueFigure 2: /nfrared /ight-eurves of eomet Halley between February 17 and March 3 are shown.      of the Messenger.Observations were made with a diaphragm of 30". Filled eire/es (.): H-eurve (seattered flux);empty eire/es (0): L-eurve (emitted flux); small dots (.): e%urs (K-J, L-M and L-H) -eurves.There was no observation on February 21.                                                        ESO Book to Appear                                                                                                in 1987                                                                                                   It has been decided that the ESOand initial results indicate the outward        sue, with it, our monitoring further on, at     Book "An Outlook to the Southern Sky",dust propagation from the nucleus.              least till July 1986.                           cf. the Messenger 43, p. 25 (March   An impressive amount of IR data has                                                          1986), shall now be published in 1987,already been collected at ESO and is              We are thankful to R. Vega who al-            on the occasion of ESO's 25-yearbeing analysed. The first data on Halley        ways, even after a long observing night,        anniversary. A publishing contract withwere obtained with the 1-m telescope in         helped us with enthusiasm and skillful-         a major European publishing house is inSeptember 1985, and we plan to pur-             ness.                                           the final stages of negociation.                                                                                                                                       11Spatial Distribution of Constituents in the Coma of CometHalley, an Observing Programme at the ESO 1-m TelescopeK. JOCKERS, Max-Planck-Institut für Aeronomie, Katlenburg-Lindau, FRGE. H. GEYER and A. HÄNEL, Observatorium Hoher List, Oaun, FRG
1. Scientific Objective   When a comet visits the inner solarsystem the sun's radiation sublimatespart of the nucleus' matter. The liber-ated gases drag some dust particleswith them and form the coma of thecomet. It has an approximately spheri-                  Q          b                                      d      e             9           hcal shape and an extent of several                                             Figure 1: Optieal arrangement of the foeal redueer in the imaging mode. a: Gassegrain foeus; b:hundred thousand kilometres. The sub-        field lens; e: eollimator lens; d: eoloured glas prefilter; e: tunable Fabry-Perot filter; f'limated gas particles are dissociated        interferenee filter; g: eamera lens f/2.8; h: two-stage image intensifier.and ionized by solar UV radiation,charge exchange and, in the innercoma, by collisions. In the inner comachemical reactions between the diffe-        spectral ranges. A two-stage proximity-          resulting pairs of inverted spectrarent coma species will form new types        focused image intensifier (Proxitronic,          should allow the determination of radialof radicals and ions. Ultimately, all gas     Bensheim) with bialkali cathode was             velocities (Geyer and Nelles, 1985). Themolecules and their daughter products        attached to the UV camera and the im-            field spectroscopy mode is in somewill be ionized and swept away by the        age was recorded on plates (mostly hy-           sense similar to the octopus spectro-solar wind into the cometary ion tail. The   persensitized 111 a-F) pressed against the       graph introduced recently at the ESOdust particles are removed from the          exit window of the intensifier. The opti-        3.6-m telescope (Lund and Surdej,coma by solar radiation pressure and         cal arrangement is shown in Figure 1.            1986). In a third mode, another Fabry-form the dust tail.                          The telescope beam behind the                    Perot etalon with a fixed plate separa-   The observing programme to be de-         Cassegrain focus (a) is recollimated via         tion of 0.5 mm was added to the opticalscribed in the following was devoted to      a field lens (b) and a collimator triplet (c),   arrangement of Figure 1 in an attempt toa study of the different constituents in     and a new image, reduced in size by a            derive Doppler velocities of the comet-the cometary coma. Such a study              factor of 5, is formed by the Jens (g) on        ary ions. A few very weakly exposedshould give information on the chemical      the photocathode of the image inten-             interferograms were obtained in the lightcomposition of the cometary nucleus.         sifier (h). At the 1-m telescope a field of      of the CO+ and CW ions. It seems ques-The neutral radicals, wh ich are observ-     25 arcminutes is obtained which corre-           tionable if they will allow derivation ofable from the ground like CN, C2 , C3 ,      sponds at Comet Halley to about                  ion speeds. Most plates exposed in theCH, NH and NH 2 , are chemically pro-        106 km (depending on its geocentric              direct imaging and field spectroscopycessed and therefore relate only indi-       distance).                                       modes were photometrically calibratedrectly to the so-called mother sub-              The instrument was used in three             with the ESO spot sensitometer, withstances of the nucleus. Many ions, how-      modes. In the imaging mode (Figure 1)            exposures of the bipolar nebula NGCever, e. g. CO+, CO 2+ and H2 0+, are ions   pictures of the comet were obtained              6302 and with a set of mercury standardof presumable nucleus constituents.          through interference filters combined            lamps. Besides the focal reducer, threeConsequently, the interest concentrated      with a tunable narrow-gap Fabry-Peroton the cometary ions. Their behaviour,       filter (Queensgate Instruments, Sunburyhowever, is influenced by their interac-     near London, B. Halle, Berlin). The Fab-                                    btion with the solar wind, which leads to     ry-Perot works in the wavelength inter-the formation of ion rays and streamers.     val of 350-430 nm. It has a bandpassTherefore, a study of cometary ions          (FWH M) of about 6 Aand a free spectralmust include their kinematical be-           range of about 100 A. In the field spec-haviour. As Comet Halley was investi-        troscopy mode (Geyer et al., 1979) a slitgated by an armada of space probes,          mask with a pattern of 70 0.2 mm widewe have the unique opportunity to com-       slits was inserted into the Cassegrainpare the ground-based observations           focal plane. Instead of the Fabry-Perotwith in situ measurements.                   filter a direct vision grating prism was                                             put into the parallel beam to produce 70                                             simultaneous spectra at different places2. The Instrument                                             in the cometary coma. The resulting   For the observations the focal reducer    saving of observing time was essentialof the Observatory Hoher List was used       for the success of the programme, in                               10 orcmlnat the ESO 1-m telescope. For the com-       particular when the comet was still closeet observations the Max-Planck-Insti-        to the sun. Two gratings with 300 andtute for Aeronomy supplemented this          600 lines/mm were used and gave an               Figure 2: Images of Gomet Halley obtainedinstrument with two dioptric cameras         inverse dispersion of 207 and 103 A;             March 15. a: GO' at 367.4 nm; b: "eon-(Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen) for the near UV     mm, respectively. One plate was ob-              tinuum" at 365.0 nm. Exposure times: 10 mi-(365-500 nm) and visual (425-660 nm)         tained with a double grating prism. The          nutes.
12                                                                  •                                cence efficiency caused by Doppler shift                                                                                                   of the solar spectrum as seen by the                                                                                                   moving cometary ions). An example of a                                                                                                   multi slit spectrum is presented in Fi-                                                                                                   gure 5. It covers the region between 350                                                                                                   and 430 nm. To show the location of the                                                                                                   comet relative to the slits, with most                                                                                                   spectra a calibration exposure was ob-                                                                                                   tained by removing the grating and tak-                                                                                                   ing a double exposure. Direct images of                                                                                                   the slits were exposed, then the slit                                                                                                   mask was removed and an image of the                                                                                                   comet was taken through an interfer-                                                                                                   ence filter of 10 nm passband centred at                                                                                                   369 nm. The spectra show all major ions                                                                                                   except H20" wh ich has no emissions                                                                                                   between 350 and 430 nm. Note the                                                                                                   varying line ratios in the different spec-                                     10 arcmln                                                     tra. The ion emissions are also seen in                                                                                                   spectra which do not correspond to a                                   3.9   x   10 5 km                                               visible ion streamer. CO" ions are evenFigure 3: Images 01 Comet Halley obtained Marcl7 16. a: CO· at 401.9 nm; b: "continuum" at         seen upstream of the comet, confirming407.4 nm; c: N2 • at 391.2 nm. Exposure times: a and b: 1 minute; c: 4 minutes.                    the notion of an extended CO" ion                                                                                                   source region.                                                                                                      Figure 6 shows an example of a wide-                                                                                                   field slitless tail spectrum taken with thecameras, attached to the top ring of the       Figure 4. Dramatic changes are seen in              Zeiss UV Sonnar with 104 mm focaltelescope, were used to obtain wide-           the light of the CO" and CO 2.. ions. The           length. The spectrum was taken throughfield images and slitless wide-field           images in the light of the two molecular            a UG 5 filter and covers the wavelengthspectra in the visible and UV spectral         ions look similar but there seem to be              range from 309 to 395 nm. A direct,ranges.                                        systematic differences. They need not               unfiltered, blue image of the comet is                                               to correspond to differences in column              presented at the same scale for com-                                               density. ratio but may be caused by                 parison. The wide-field images were ta-3. The Observations                                               Greenstein effect (change in fluores-               ken simultaneously with the two latest   The observations were performed inthe two periods March 10-16 and April4-11, 1986. As there has not beenenough time yet for a detailed quantita-                                                                                        Komet P/Holi ey 1982 Itive analysis of the data, only some raw                                                     11 April 1986data are presented. Figure 2 shows a                                                                                      07 1            08 8                                                     Ul    0732            0417           050';           0639pair of images taken on March 15 at367.4 nm (C0 2..) and 365.0 nm ("con-tinuum"). Both images were takenthrough the same interference prefilterbut correspond to different settings ofthe Fabry-Perot filter. Comparison of thetwo images indicates a strong signal at        co'the wavelength of CO 2 . The weak ionfeatures present in the "continuum" pic-ture may be caused by weak plasmaemissions in the "continuum" windower, more likely, by spectral impurity ofthe Fabry-Perot filter. Note the regularpattern of ion streamers surrounded bya plasma envelope wh ich is missing inthe continuum picture. In Figure 3 wesee three images, obtained at 401.9,407.4 and 391.2 nm respectively,corresponding to the 3-0 A2 1t3l2 - X2L"transition of CO", "continuum" and the                  90-0 B2L Li - X2 L transition of N2". TheN2 " emission is present but weaker thanCO" and N2 +. There is a neutral gascoma visible in the CO and N2" pictureswh ich is due to C3 and CH, respectively.            Ul    0220             0406           0454            0627           0719            0901In the second observation period thecomet was observable almost all night.                                                            10' kmThe development of the inner tail of the       Figure 4: Motions in tl7e inner plasma tail 01 comet Halley recorded in tl7e ligl7t 01 tl7e CO2 • andcomet during 6 hours is illustrated in         CO· ions (April 11). Exposure times: CO2 ·: 13 minutes; CO·: 4 minutes.
                                                                                                                                                 13                                                                                                                                                    pictures of Figure 4 but the spatial scale                                                                                                                                                    is almost 10 times larger. The extended                                                                                                                                                    CN coma in the wide-field picture would                                                                                                                                                    cover almost half of the frames of Fi-                                                                                                                                                    gure 4.
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   The present observing programme           of the University of Bologna in Loiano            whole optical range has been coveredperformed at La Silla is part of a more      (Italy), equipped with a Boiler and Chiv-         with only two spectra (3500-5400 A;comprehensive coordinated project for        ens spectrograph and an EMI 9914 im-              5400-7300 A).the study of the coma of comet Halley, a     age tube.                                            A total of 25 spectra were obtainedjoint collaboration between the Arcetri         For the post-perihelion phase we               during the nights of March 19-22, 1986,Astrophysical Observatory, the As-           used the 1.52-m ESO telescape equip-              with different exposure times, wave-tronomy Institute of the University of       ped with the Boiler and Chivens spec-             length range, slit positions and orienta-Florence and the Physics Oepartment of       trograph. As detectors, we used the EMI           tions (parallel and perpendicular to thethe University of Naples.                    9914 image tube for 4 nights and the              sunward direction). The exposure times   The main scientific objectives of the     Reticon for the remaining 1 night. The            ranged from 1 minute up to 60 minutescoordinated project can be summarized        best compromise between spectral re-              in order to correctly expose the mostas fallows:                                  solution, luminosity and spectral range,          intense features (e. g., the CN 3883   (a) determination of the coma radi-       with the EMI tube, has been obtained by           band) near the photometric nucleus asance at various heliographic distances       using the 1,200 I/mm diffraction grating          weil as the weakest features in the outerand over the widest spectral range, to       (ESO # 26) with the entrance spectro-             coma regions. Two examples of the ob-improve the knowledge of the main            graph slit of 150 ~lm width x 25 mm               tained spectra are given in Figures 1mechanisms for the coma formation and        decker height. With the image linear              and 2. At a first glance the quality of theevolution, to study the cometary activity    scale of 19.4 arcsec/mm and reciprocal            spectra seems to be very good. Thisand to check the existence (and the          dispersion of - 59 Älmm, given by the             photographic material has been di-possible causes) of highly variable          telescape and spectrograph, we then               gitized by means of a POS microdensi-phenomena (bursts, jets, etc.);              could have a spectral resolution of - 3 A         tometer and is presently being elabo-   (b) the detailed analysis of the dy-      and a sky coverage of 8.09 arcminutes             rated. We would like to remark here thenamic equilibrium conditions of the          with a linear resolution along the slit of        great extension of the scattered solarmost abundant gaseaus chemical ele-          - 3 arcseconds (roughly corresponding             radiation (see, e. g. the strength of H11 , Hments within the coma and also their         to an extension of 2.8 x 105 km and the           and K lines along the slit direction) thatspatial distribution (from the inner coma    resolution of 1,700 km on the Halley              roughly implies a very extended dustregion, partially influenced by the colli-   coma for the days of observation). The            component.sion, to the outer coma, collisionlessand optically thin);   (c) the study of the physical condi-tions of the dust and gas componentswithin the coma together with the deter-mination of their ratio along variouslines-of-sight within the coma, for a bet-ter understanding of the physicalmechanisms of their production andevolution.   Ta reach the above-mentioned objec-tives it was necessary to perform con-temporary measurements over widespectral ranges, with sufficient spectral    A(Ä) 5420                5000                 4500                 4000                   3500resolution, together with the highestpossible spatial resolution. Moreover,       Figure 1: Example of a spectrum in the 3500-5400 Ä range taken on March 21 at 8 01 m UT.                                                                                                                                   h
                                             The stit was perpendicular to the sunward direction and the exposure time was 10 minutes.the whole observing programme had to                                             Identification of some lines are reported.be repeated during the pre- and post-perihel ion phase to study the strongirradiation effects induced by the Sun.   Visible range spectroscopy supplies                                                                                                        oimportant information especially on thepoints (b) and (c), by measuring thediffusion of solar radiation by the coma                                                                                                                                              idust and the molecular and atomic re-sonant scattering, of same of the maingaseous "daughter" components. Spa-tial resolution could be obtained by put-ting a lang spectrographic slit on variousparts of the coma image.   For the pre-perihelion phase we ob-       ),(.0.) 7320        7000               6500               6000              5500 5380tained the optical spectra (3550-6800        Figure 2: Spectrum in the 5400-7300 range taken on March 20 at 8/' 06 m UT. The slit wasA) of the Halley coma with the 1.5-m         parallel to the sunward direction. Exposure time was 8 minutes. Identification of some tines aretelescape of the Astronomy Oepartment        reported.
                                                                                                                                          15   The Retieon has been used for 1 night       other eomets, have shown a very fast           speetrum taken with the longest expo-in the speetral range 8500-10000 A to          deereasing of 102 popu'lation with             sure on the photometrie nueleus, therestudy the CI atoms in the metastable           helioeentrie distanee, indieating the          was no presenee of these lines. Theselevel 2p2 1° 2 , The atoms in this level ean   possible presenee of eollisional sources       speetra are still under study in order togive emission, by resonant scattering of       (Feldman, 1983). It would then have            evaluate upper limits to be eomparedsolar radiation, at 1931 A, and by spon-       been important to measure the two near         with ultraviolet measurements.taneous deeay to the 2p2 3p"2 ground           infrared lines in various parts of thestate, at 9823 and 9850 A. Measure-            eoma to map the CI atoms in this meta-         Referen cesments of the 1931 A line with IUE, for         stable level. Unfortunately, also in the       Feldman, P.D.: 1983, Seience, 219, 347.

Halley Through the Polaroids
R. HAEFNER and K. METZ, Universitäts-Sternwarte München    Aeeording to aneient tales a eomet          instrument for the linear polarimetry. Fi-     polarization in comets up to 4 % (001- brings severe misfortune to people. This       nally, the linear polarization is mueh         ginov, A.Z., and Mitrofanov, I.G., 1975,was again eonfirmed by the appearanee           more affeeted by the sky background            Russ. Astron. J. 52, 1268). However, noof Comet Halley (see photo on page 18).         polarization, espeeially shortly before        hint for eireular effeets was found inWe had in mind to perform linear and            and during dawn.                               either Comet Kohoutek or Bradfield oreireular narrow band polarimetrie mea-             We prepared two sets of Polaroid            West (Miehalsky, J. J., 1981, Icarus 47,surements of this eomet using the new           sheets fabrieated by E. Käsemann Ud.,          388) or Tago-Sato-Kosaka (Wolf, G. W., ESO polarimeter. However, mostly due           eaeh eontaining one Polarex polarizer          1972, Astron. J. 77,576). The reason forto a damage of the polarization opties          and two quarter wave foils (retarders).        this eould be that the measurementswhieh happened last year on transport          The first quarter wave foils were plaeed        were made using too large apertures (upfrom Europe to La Silla, this instrument        in front of the polarizers and aligned with    to 42'') centred on the eore of the eomet,was not available for the seheduled ob-         the fast axes at + 45 0 respeetively           thus averaging over too large areas. In-servations in March 1986.                       -45 0 versus the polarization axes of the      deed, the dusty Comet Bennet showed   To get the best out of it, we deeided        polarizers. So, within the limits imposed      up to 5 % and even onee 18 % eireular to eonvert the one-ehannel photometer          by the effeetive wavelength (approx. V         polarization when measured through a at the ESO 50-em teleseope into an             band, given by the speetral response of        14" aperture plaeed on different areas auxiliary polarimeter. Sinee during our       the Polaroids and the photomultiplier as        within the eoma (Metz, K., 1970, Thesisobserving time the eomet eould be mea-         weil as the speetral distribution of the        University Munieh). sured only for about 30 minutes to 100        eomet), these sets exhibit maximum                 After some test runs in situ, five sue- minutes in the very last part of the night,   transpareney for + eireular respeetively        eessful observing runs between Marchthis held to be done without affeeting         - eireular polarization. The remaining re-      16 and 20, 1986, eould be obtained. preeeding photometrie investigations of       tarders were eaeh plaeed behind the             Halley showed a pronouneed eonden-other objeets. Inserting sets of speeially      polarizers in such a way that the linear       sation of a few seeonds of are around prepared Polaroid sheets into the filter       polarized light leaving the polarizers was    the nueleus as seen through the viewwheel of the photometer provided an            again transformed into eireular polarized      finder. This allowed an accurate posi- uneomplieated and eeonomie solution.           light, thus avoiding the instrumental         tioning of seleeted areas to be mea-There were different reasons to restriet        problems arising from the reeording of         sured using its cross wire and eoneen-ourselves to eireular polarimetrie mea-         linear polarized light. A eonseeutive         trie rings. These areas are shown in Fi-surements: Whereas a large amount of            measurement through these two sets (A          gure 1. The traeking speed of the tele-linear polarimetrie observations has           and B) allows then the determination of         seope has been adjusted to the aetualbeen performed during the past years,          the eireular polarization.                      motion of the eomet. However, due toonly very few eireular measurements ex-            What is the aeeuraey of such an             differential refraetion (high air mass atist up to now. To determine linear polari-     arrangement? The one-ehannel version            start time), there remained a very smallzation, at least three sets of Polaroids       does not allow for a seeing eompensa-           uneompensated motion whieh eould in-are neeessary whereas two sets are suf-        tion and eauses together with the ab-          fluenee the subsequent measurements.ficient to derive the eireular polarization.   sorption of the Polaroids a light-Ioss of      To overeome this, the sequenee ABBASinee the different sets ean be used only      about 70 %. To shorter and longer              was taken for one polarization measure-sequentially, the time to eomplete one         wavelengths the retarders deviate               ment. Normally the smallest aperturemeasurement is mueh longer and there-          gradually from the quarter wave eharae-        (10'') was used sinee obviously the mea-fore the required traeking aeeuraey            teristies, thus produeing a depolariza-        sured degree of polarization deereasesmust be mueh higher for linear                 tion. The same holds for the eometary          with inereasing diameter of the dia-polarimetrie observations. Furthermore,        emission lines, espeeially the C2 /.. 5165     phragm. This is weil known for linearmeasuring linear polarization requires a       eomplex. Based on tests in the labora-         polarization and suspeeted to hold alsovery preeise alignment of the Polaroid         tory and on previous experienees with          for the eireular one. An integration timesets relatively to eaeh other, whereas         such Polaroids, we estimate the error of       of 20 seeonds per Polaroid set provedthe eireular polarization ean be deter-        a single polarization determination to be      to be appropriate. Several unpolarizedmined without speeially fixed positions        of the order of 0.5 %. This means that         standard stars of solar type were mea-of the two sets. Moreover, long-Iasting        the eireular polarization of Halley to be      sured every night at the beginning andealibration measurements of polarized          deteeted by this deviee must be of the         the end of the Halley run in order tostandard stars are neeessary in order to       order of a few per cent.                       derive the instrumental effeets. Theredetermine the eoordinate system of the             Indeed, theory prediets eireular           was no moon and perfeet meteorologi-
16cal conditions prevailed all the time ex-cept one night when some cirri werepresent. Altogether about 170 pola-                                                                                               srimetric observations for different partsin Halley's coma could be obtained.    The reduction revealed that nearly allmeasured areas around the core (ex-cept position 2) exhibited a circularpolarization between 0.5 % and 0.9 %.Though these values are very near to thedetection limit of our device, it is impor-         Etant to note that the sign of the polariza-tion did not change, it was always left-handed. Area 7 did not reveal any polari-zation. However, area 2 was variable inits polarization from night to night withpolarization degrees up to about 2 %decreasing for the distance of 15" and60" as weil. These variations were evi- dently correlated with the strengtheningand faintening of red dust jets emanat-ing from the sun-heated side of the                                                 Figure 1: Sketch of Comet Halley as it appeared during the observing runs. The enlargedcore. The jets showed a length of about          portion shows the different positions of the measurements. The core is indicated by 1. 20" during our observing runs as seen           Positions 2, 3, 4 and 5 refer to a distance of 30" from the core and are those areas where most through the Bochum 61-cm telescope              of the measurements were obtained. Additional observations were also petiormed for dis- (Celnik, W., 1986, private communica-           tances of 15" and 60" in those directions. Position 6 corresponds to a distance of 60" andtion). The changing activity did, how-           position 7 to a distance of 180". (10" correspond to a length of roughly 9,000 km on Halley.) ever, never affect the sign of the polari-zation at all. This indicates that the mea- sured polarization is not an artifact           lar polarization, depend then on the ac-          Acknowledgement photometrically produced by these               tual phase angle wh ich was around 66°events. Furthermore, subsequent mea-             during our observing runs. The results of            We thank A. Urquieta for his technical surements using 21" and 10" apertures           multicolour observations obtained at              support on La Silla and Or. W. Schlosser revealed that the observed polarization         roughly the same phase angle are                  for his help in obtaining the Halley was diminished by a factor of 8 for the         needed to support this interpretation.            photograph (page 18). larger aperture whereas the result forthe smaller one remained the same. This also seems to prove that the circular polarization is (at least in area 2) a small- scale effect. The core was measured also using different apertures. A max-              Images of Comet Halley - A Slide Set imum circular polarization of about 0.9 % was determined for an aperture of               ESO announces the publication of a limited edition of this slide set. It is 15" decreasing appreciably with in-                composed of some of the best images of Comet Halley, obtained at La Silla creasing or decreasing apertures.                  during the period Oecember 10, 1982, to April 30, 1986. The slide set only    How can our measurements be inter-              includes direct images, although other types of observations - for instance preted in terms of the present theories            photometry and spectroscopy - were also carried out at ESO, cf. the articles concerning the mechanisms for produc-              in this Messenger issue. The 20 slides are in colour and BIW and emphasize ing circular polarization in comets? Ba-           the different observing techniques. They start with the first CCO images, sically an admixture of non-metallic par-          which were obtained with the Oanish 1.5-m telescope, when Halley was still ticles within the coma is needed for               more than 10 A. U. from the sun. The set also includes the recovery image on scattering processes of the sun light. If          February 15, 1986, which was made only six days after perihelion. A spec- these particles are non-spherical, they            tacular disconnection event on March 10, 1986, is documented with three must be aligned either by magnetic                 Schmidt pictures and the impressive changes in the tail can be followed on fields or by radiative pressure at least for       Wide-Field CCO images. Some slides are very beautiful, like a colour picture single scattering. This type of scattering,        of Halley in the southern Milky Way. however, should be excluded by the fact               The slide set is accompanied by a comprehensive text, giving details about that the sign of the polarization in differ-       the instruments used and the circumstances of each image. This set is ent areas remained always the same. It             therefore particularly useful for educational purposes. Copies may be is highly improbable that the alignment            obtained by sending DM 35,-, which is the equivalent of the cost price of the particles is everywhere the same            including postage, to: in view of such an active nucleus. Multi-                             ESO Information and Photographic Service ple scattering in the dust rich area near                             Karl-Schwarzschild-Strasse 2 the nucleus seems to give a more prom-                                0-8046 Garching bei München ising explanation. This process would                                 Federal Republic of Germany not necessarily need non-spherical aligned particles for a phase angle (Sun-          00 not forget to indicate your name and accurate address. Please note that Comet-Earth) not too far away from                 the delivery time may be 3-4 weeks.90°. Both, degree and sign of the circu-
                                                                                                                                             17Gomet Halley as seen on March 21, 1986, from La Silla (photograph: R. Haefner).
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IRSPEC: ESO's New Infrared Spectrometer
A. MOORWOOO, P. BIEREICHEL, G. FINGER, J. -L. UZON, M. MEYER, W. NEES,J. PA UREA U, ESO
Introduction                                       Instrument Concept                                inside the vacuum vessel. Figure 1 is a
                                                                                                     photograph of the instrument with the   IRSPEC is a cryogenically cooled                   The main characteristics of IRSPEC             upper parts of the vacuum vessel andgrating spectrometer equipped with an              are summarized in Table 1. In order to            radiation shield removed. Various de-array detector for spectroscopy at R =             meet our requirements for a large colli-          sign aspects are described in more de-1,000-2,500 between 1 ~lm and 5 ~lm. It            mated beam diameter, high optical and             tail in the following sections.was successfully installed at the 3.6-m            mechanical quality and flexibility in thetelescope in November 1985, under-                 future choice of detector arrays, thewent further testing in February 1986              overall concept departs substantially                                                                                                      Optical Designand will be available for Visiting As-             from the usual approach of designingtronomers from October 1986 as                     infrared instruments to fit within the cold          The optical arrangement is shownannounced in the ~essenger No. 42                  space in commercially available storage           schematically in Figure 2. As IRSPECand in the Announcement for Applica-               cryostats. Instead, the spectrometer de-          was designed for use at the 3.6-m F/8tions in Period 38. In this article we             sign is rather classical except that all the      Cassegrain focus (before implementa-describe the instrument, discuss its per-          optical components are cooled to                  tion of the F/35 chopping secondary)formance with reference to some of the             - 80 K by a continuous flow liquid N2             and eventually at one of the F/11 Nas-test spectra obtained and comment on               system and the detector to = 50 K by              myth foci of the 3.5-m ND, it wasits possible evolution.                            solid N2 contained in aseparate cryostat          necessary to incorporate the input opti-Figura 1: IRSPEC with the upper parts of its radiation shield and vacuum vessel removed. The spectrometer is cooled by a continuous f10w ofliquid N2 supplied either by the internal reservoir on the right or (rom an external tank while the detector array is cooled by solid N2 contained inthe copper cryostat (upper left).
                                                                                                                                                                           19                                                                                                 The most complex mechanical unit is                                                                                              the grating support shown in Figure 3                                                                                              which enables the two back to back                                                                                              mounted gratings to be interchanged by                                                                                              a 180° rotation and also rotated about                                                                                              their ruled surfaces for spectrum scan-                                                                                              ning. In order to achieve maximum                                                                                              accuracy and reproducibility the grat-                                                                                              ings are supported in a cradle mount                                                                                              and driven by a high precision "transroll"                                                                                              screw. All functions, except for the col-                                                                                              limator drive and Hartmann mask, are                                                                                              remotely controlled via either DC motors                                                                                              and absolute encoders (slit, decker,                                                                                              grating rotation and drive) or stepper                                                                                              magnets (filter wheel, calibration source                                                                                              selector mirror). As the control shafts                                                                                              (plus all cryogenic and electrical con-                                                                                              nections) only penetrate the lower shell                                                                                              of the vacuum vessel, removal of the                                                                                              upper parts of the vacuum vessel and                                                                                              radiation shield is relatively straightfor-                                                                                              ward and provides easy access for                              'N,                                                                                              alignment, maintenance, modification,Figure 2: Schematic of the optical arrangement.                                               etc. as can be seen in Figure 1.
                                                                                              Detector cal system comprising a spherical relay          ture blackbody source which are per-          At present this is a monolithic array of mirror (2 in Fig. 2) and a cylindrical           manently installed and remotely con-        32 InSb diodes (each 200 ~lm x 200 ~lm) mirror (1), on wh ich the telescope pupil        trollable via the instrumentation com-      operated in the integrating mode and is imaged by 2 and wh ich can be "wob-           puter.                                      multiplexed onto a single amplifier. Their bled" to provide for sky chopping. The                                                       wavelength response is from 1 ~lm to slit unit (4) consists of a classical moving                                                 5 ~m with a maximum quantum efficien-                                                  Mechanical and Cryogenic blade system plus a decker wh ich can                                                        cy of - 70 % at the long wavelength                                                  System be scanned along the slit to define the                                                      end. Under normal operating conditions projected detector size and position                In order to minimize mechanical and      at T = 50 K the charge capacity is once the instrument is cold. Both the slit       thermal flexure, the optical elements are   = 107 e, dark currend < 104 eis and the and decker blades are highly polished            supported by a thermally isolated opti-     read noise is close to the kTC limit of and slightly tilted to permit viewing of         cal bench (11 in Figure 2) supported by     103 e. The readout electronics (Fig. 4)the field by a TV camera which is not             a rigid frame attached to the telescope     comprises the "Head" electronics shown in Figure 2. Behind the slit is the        flange. This frame also carries the va-     mounted on IRSPEC and modules in 8 position order sorting filter wheel (5)        cuum vessel which is mechanically de-       CAMAC. The Head electronics gener- and just in front, a field lens which im-        coupled from the spectrometer by            ates the readout clock signals, the de- ages the telescope pupil on a cold baffle        means of bellows, however, and plays        tector bias voltage and the timing sig- at the off-axis (9°) parabolic collimator        no structural role. Cooling of the spec-    nals for the 15 bit AlD converter, while mirror (6). This latter has a focallength of     trometer is by liquid N2 flowing through    the CAMAC modules generate the read-740 mm, accepts an F/7.4 beam from                a tube attached to the bottom plate of      out sequence commands and the timingthe field lens and directs a 100 mm               the radiation shield (12) to wh ich the     pattern for the wobbling mirror accord- diameter parallel beam to the two inter-         optical elements are attached via silverchangeable gratings (120 x 150 mm                 straps or copper braids. Additionally,ruled) which are mounted back to back             liquid N2 is also passed through a heat(7) and operated in the Littrow Mode to           exchanger sandwiched between themaximize their efficiency and disper-             two gratings in order to achieve a cool-sion. Finally, an F/2 Pfund type camera           down time of = 10 hours. The N2 can be(8) focusses the spectrum on the detec-           supplied from an external tank (usuallytor array (9).                                    during cool down) or from the internal    As described below, the spectrometer          stainless steel reservoir visible in Fig-is mounted on an uncooled optical                 ure 1. Temperature sensors are used tobench to avoid misalignment during                automatically control the N2 flow both tocooling. It is aligned interferometrically        limit temperature gradients during cool-when warm, and after cooldown it is               down and to maintain the selected finalonly necessary to optimize the spec-              steady state temperature (= 80 K). Atrometer focus (using a three position            separate copper cryostat (upper left inHartmann mask in front of the col-                Figure 1) containing N2 solidified by anlimator) and the decker position. For             external pump is used to cool the detec-    Figure 3: The grating cradle support whichcalibration purposes, the slit can be             tor (to = 48 K) and also a sm all volume    permits interchange of the two back to backilluminated by either of two spectral line        of active charcoal which acts as a cryo-    gratings and precision scanning about theirlamps (Ne and Kr) or a variable tempera-          genic pump to maintain the vacuum.          ruled surfaces.
20Figure 4: Oetector array electronics comprising the "Head" electronics (Ieft) and modules in CAMAC which communicate via a fibre optic link.
ing to the observing mode and integra-          spectra at either a fixed grating position      number (1-49) of cycles correspondingtion parameters selected by the ob-             (Oiscrete) or with automatie stepping of        to a user specified integration time in theserver. All power is derived from the           the grating to cover a specified                case of OC and chopped observationsmains, thus eliminating the need for            wavelength range (Continuous). The de-          and a complete ABBA sequence whenbattery changes, and graund loops are           sired centre wavelength or wavelength           telescope beam switching is employed.avoided by employing a fibre optic link         range is entered directly and translated        All cycle measurements, plus the stan-for communication between CAMAC                 into grating position by the software via       dard deviations computed for each pixeland the sensitive (4.5 ~V in a 10 5 Hz          a master calibration curve made at high-        from the elementary detector integra-bandwidth) Head electronics.                    er than the normal resolving power by           tions, can be displayed and are stored in                                                centring lines from the spectral line           the database together with the final av-                                                lamps in the sm all gaps (20 ~lm) be-           erage and standard deviations on theOperating Modes and Software                                                tween pixels. Oiscrete spectra can be           mean. Each spectrum file also contains    As with the other major ESO instru-         made at sub-pixel intervals to achieve a        all the instrument settings, coordinates, ments, user interaction with IRSPEC is         better sampling of specific spectral lines      airmass, time and any comments en- by means of form filling, function keys        and the segments of Continuous spec-            tered by the user.and typed commands at the HP in-                tra can be specified to overlap by any             The Calibration Mode is similar butstrumentation computer console in the           number of pixels fram 0 to 16. With no          used to obtain spectra of the spectralcontral raom. One novel feature, how-           pixel overlap, 10-15 grating steps are          line lamps and the blackbody forever, is the provision of a colour Ramtek       required to cover each of the standard          wavelength calibration and flat fieldingdisplay of the complete instrument and          J, H, K, Land M photometrie windows.            respectively. As the wavelength calibra-measurement status. The complete in-            A complete measurement comprises a              tion appears to be stable and flat field-strumental set-up can also be saved in afile at any time and restored later bytyping a simple command and the ap-             TABLE 1: IRSPEC Characteristicspropriate file name. IHAP is used for            Wavelength Range:            1 ~lm-5 ~lmdata acquisition plus spectrum displays          Resolving Power:             1,000-2,500and plots and is available to the user for       Sensitivity (1 0, 60 s):     m = 10.5-11 (1-2.4 ~lm), 6-7 (3-5 ~lm)on-line reduction during any spare mo-           Slit:                        6 x 6 arcseconds (= 200 ~lm pixel)ments.                                           Detector:                    32 element InSb integrating array   Three basic operating modes can be            Optics:                      Littrow arrangementselected via the function keys. Most                                          2 interchangeable gratings (120 x 150 mm ruled)measurements are made in the Observ-                                          parabolic collimator, F/2 Pfund camera                                                 Cryogenic System:            continuous flow liquid N2 for spectrometer (80 K)ing Mode wh ich is used to acquire and                                                                              solid N2 cryostat for detector (- 48 K)store (disk and magtape) astronomical
                                                                                                                                          21                                                                  1Ir-...,.----r--._~-___r--r--...,.----r--._~-___r--r-__, ing better achieved on stars, however,this mode will probably not be used                               Nmuch by Visiting Astronomers except on                                SKYcloudy nights.   A Peak-up Mode is available for usewhenever it is required to centre an ob-        "I                                                     Eject by maximizing its infrared signal.              :::t                                                N'Selection of this mode overrides anygrating stepping and telescope beam              'E                                                     u switching, suppresses the storage of            :3data and automatically displays each            -acycle measurement as intensity versus                                                ~                                                 ,                                                 o                                                 r-pixel number on the graphics terminal.An analogue signal corresponding toany selected pixel or to the average isalso output to achart recorder allowingeither the continuum or any strong                                              0. 4-2                          5-3spectral line (whose pixel number canbe identified on the graphics screen) tobe peaked-up in the usual way.   Field recognition and centring of visi-                                                            A (Jlmlble objects is possible using the normal                                               Figure 5: Sky emission in the H band which is domina ted by P, Q and R branch lines in the     v=Cassegrain adapter functions and/or the                                               2 system of OH. The spectrum was obtained in OC mode with 20s integration.TV slit viewer (down to mv - 20 on adark sky). The standard ESO autoguidercan also be used on the Cassegrainadapter guide probe, except if beam-            The present resolving power is thus lim-              wavelengths the instrument becomesswitching when autoguiding is only              ited by the pixel size of 200 ~m rather               background limited at m = 6-7 orpossible at present on the slit viewer         than the slit width (6 arcseconds), the                2.10- 20 W.cm- 2 .and is severely limited by the small field      optical quality (25 ~m) or the mechanical(no stars) and the fact that the object         stability of the spectrometer.                                                                                                      Spectraitself is usually not visible with the nomi-       Sensitivity figures for the variousnal 6" slit width.                             wavelength range/order combinations                       A sampie of spectra which illustrate                                               were circulated with the Period 38                     the capabilities of IRSPEC in its different                                               Announcement and will be documented                    modes are reproduced in Figures 5-10.Test Results                                               in more detail in the Operating Manual.                These were all reduced using IHAP,   Both the installation and tests of          Between 1 ~m and 2.4 ~m the r.m.s.                     following the simplest approach of di- IRSPEC went remarkably smoothly and           noise for a 1-minute observation corre-                viding object and standard star spectra with extremely satisfactory results in        sponds to m = 10.5-11 or - 3.10- 21                    to remove the instrumental responsegeneral. The most potentially serious          W.cm- 2 in the best case. At longer                    and telluric absorption features and thentechnical problem arose towards theend of the second test when a rapidincrease in friction caused us to restrict                                                            00,---....----.,..---,---.--__,,-----,-----,----,----,,our remaining observations to a singleorder sorting filter rather than risk com-pletely jamming the filter wheel drive.                                                                         GAMMA VELORUMThis problem was not entirely unex-pected, however, because the bearingresponsible had not been surface treat-                     Ned for low temperature and vacuum                                                 Iconditions due to lack of time and was               Edue to be replaced anyway as soon as                 ::t                                                N'possible. No particular problems were            'E                                                     wexperienced with the more complexfunctions. The grating drive proved tobe reliable and reproducible to within20 ~m while the cryogenic system                                                ..=                                                 :3                                                -.j
                                                 .-yielded hold times of 17 hours and near-              .-<                                                 LLIy 5 days for the internal reservoir andthe detector cryostat respectively and apressure of = 2.10- 6 1: for 9 days. De-                    !SItector read noise was actually slightly                               1. 111l            1. 15              1. 211l        1. 25            1. 311llower than the best values achieved dur-ing laboratory testing and extremely                                                             A( j-tm)ciose to the theoretical limit for this type   Figure 6: J band spectrum of y2 Velorum (WCB+OB) obtained at R = 1,900 in the Continuousof readout system. Although initially too      mode with sky chopping and 12s integration. Note the P. Cygni profile of the strong Helhigh, mechanical flexure was finally re-       (1.0B3}Jm) line. The other lines are from HI, Hel, CIII and CIV. Additional noise between 1.1}.1mduced to less than 25 ~m at the detector       and 1. 15}J.m is due to the presence of strong atmospheric absorption features which are,within zenith distances of up to - 50°.        nevertheless, removed quite weil after division by the standard star.
22                        III                                                                                                    detector developments. A reduction in                        rJ                                                                                                                               read noise would lead to improved sen-                                   ETA CARINAE                                                                                 sitivity at A < 3 !Am while smaller pixels                                                                                                                               could yield resolving powers up to                        ~                        .:                                                                                                     = 104 with a ~ 1 arcsecond slit. The                                                                                                                               present design also al ready incorpo-    'E                                                                                                                         rates the possibility for long slit (- 120    ::l                                                                                                                        arcseconds)       observations.    VariousN    'E                                                                                                                         possibilities for better exploiting these      u                                                                                                                        intrinsic capabilities of the instrument    3..=                                                                                                                               using an improved linear or, ideally, 2 0..j                                                                                                                            array are currently being investigated in                                                                                                                               Garching.    .-                  :lI                                                                                                                                  It is also planned to transfer IRSPEC         ,..<    tL                                                                                                                         to one of the 3.5-m ND Nasmyth foci                                                                                                                               once this telescope is operational. AI-                        III                                                                                                    though unlikely to yield any significant                                1.58             1.55               1.68          1.65            1.711   1.75         1.00    performance gain directly, this move                                                                                                                               should bring considerable operational                                                                           A(jLm)                                              advantages and, hopefully, an increase                                                                                                                               in the available observation time.Figure 7: H band spectrum of,] Carinae obtained at R = 1, 100 in the Continuous mode with skychopping and 8 s integration. Lines are from H I (Brackett series 28 to 10-4), He I, Fe 11 and [Fe 11].                                                                                                                               Acknowledgements                                                                                                                                  Many people have contributed to therebinning to a linear wavelength scale.                                     Future Developments                                design and development of IRSPEC. InFlux calibrations have been applied by                                                                                         Garching we wish particularly to thankinterpolating    between     broad-band                                       Further performance gains with IRS-              B. Delabre and H. Dekker for their con-photometry of the standards and should                                      PEC are largely dependent on future                tributions to the optical design; G. Hess,be considered preliminary. Specificpoints of interest are mentioned in therelevant captions where all the integra-tion times quoted refer to the total mea-                                                      NGC 6240 [FeJI]surement time at each grating position.
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                                           AI"rn)                                                                             A( jLm)Figure 9: Hel (Ieft) and HI(Bry) emissionlines                              Figure 10: "Profiles" of the [Fell] (1.64,L1) and H2[S(1)] fines observed to be = 900 kms·' andin the planetary nebula NGC 5315 measured                                   500 kms- I broad respectively in the merging galaxy system NGC 6240 (z = 0.025). Thesein Continuous mode at R                           = 1,700     with 24s      measurements were made in the Oiscrete mode, with sky chopping and integration times ofintegration time.                                                           40 minutes and 20 minutes respectively.
                                                                                                                                                                        23G. Huster and S. Malassagne formechanical design support and A. van                                             NTT Mirror Leaves FactoryDijsseldonk for help during the integra-tion and testing phases. We also wish to        Early June 1986, the 6-ton mirror for   mirror of Zerodur, which is only 24 cmthank T. 80hl, F. Gutierrez, D. Hofstadt     the New Technology Telescope was be-       thick, was lowered into the steel frameand T. Le 8ertre for their help during the   ing prepared for transport from the        in wh ich it will be transported to Zeissinstallation and tests on La Silla.          Schott factory in Mainz. The 3.58 m        überkochen. The transport, wh ich in-

Model of the ESO New Technology Telescope.
24ESO NIT mirror leaves factory.
volves eareful planning by the German            428. O. Stahl: On the Relationship of the             Emission from Seyfert Galaxies. As-traffie authorities, will take plaee during           Variable Stars AG Car and HDE 269852             trophysical Journal. March 1986.the night of 23 to 24 June. Onee at                   to the Ofpe/WN 9 Objects. Astronomy       436.   G. Contopoulos: Qualitative Changes inZeiss, the optieal figuring will start im-            and Astrophysics. March 1986.                    3-Dimensional Dynamical Systems. As-                                                 429. E. Brinks and E. Bajaja: A High Resolu-          tronomy and Astrophysics. Marchmediately. It is expeeted that this pro-                                                      tion Hydrogen Line Survey of Messier             1986.eess will be finished by July 1988 and                31. 111. HI Holes in the Interstellar     437.   V. Castellani, A. Chieffi, L. Pulone andthat the shipment to La Silla ean take                Medium. Astronomy and Astrophysics.              A. Tornambe: On the Advanced Evolu-plaee soon thereafter.                                March 1986.                                      tion of Intermediate Mass Stars: In-                                                 430. M. Iye: High Resolution Spectrum of the          duced      Semiconvection,     Breathing                                                      Peculiar Optical Counterpart of an X-            Pulses and the Upper Mass Limit for                                                      ray Binary Pulsar 4 U 1907 + 09. Publ.           Carbon Deflagration. AstrophysicalList of ESO Preprints                                 Astron. Soc. Japan. March 1986.                                                 431. M. H. Ulrich and M.A. C. Perryman: The                                                                                                       Journal. April 1986.                                                                                                438.   T. J.-L. Courvoisier, A. N. Parmar, A.(March-May 1986)                                      Remarkable Absorption-Line Systems               Peacock and M. Pakull: The Discovery                                                      in the Quasar Tololo 1037 -27. Monthly           of 3.9 Hour Periodic Dips in the X-Ray425. M. Azzopardi, J. Lequeux and B. E.               Notices of the Royal Astronomical Soci-          Intensity of XB 1254-690. Astrophysi-     Westerlund: New Carbon Stars in                  ety. March 1986.                                 cal Journal. April 1986.     Spheroidal Galaxies: 11. Draco, Ursa        432. G. Contopoulos: Bifurcations in Sys-      439.   J. Lequeux, N. Meyssonnier and M.     Minor and New Data on Sculptor, Cari-            tems of 3 Degrees of Freedom. Celes-             Azzopardi: An Objective-Prism Survey     na and Leo I. Astronomy and Astrophy-            tial Mechanics. March 1986.                      of Emission-Line Objects in M 33 and     sics. March 1986.                           433. G. Contopoulos and P. Magnenat: Sim-             IC 1613. Astronomy and Astrophysics426. R. G. Gratton, A. Tornambe and S. Or-            ple Three-Dimensional Periodic Orbits            Supplement Series. April 1986.     tolani: Spectroscopy of RR Lyrae Stars           in a Galactic-Type Potential. Celestial   440.   J. Melnick, M. Moles, R. Terlevich and     in Baade's Window and (JJ Centauri.              Mechanics. March 1986.                           J.-M. Garcia-Pelayo: Giant H 11 Regions     Astronomy and Astrophysics. March           434. F. Matteucci: The Effect of the New 12C          as Distance Indicators I: Relations Be-     1986.                                            (n, y) 160 Rate on the Chemical Evolu-           tween Global Parameters for the Local427. M. Rosa: Star Formation, Giant H II Re-          tion of the Solar Neighbourhood. As-             Calibrators. Monthly Notices of the     gions and Spiral Structure. To appear in         trophysical Journal, Letters. March              Royal Astronomical Society. April 1986.     Highligl7ts of Astronomy, Vol. 7, ed. J.-        1986.                                     441.   M. Pettini and S. D'Odorico: A Search     P. Swings. Joint Discussion VI. March       435. J. M. R. Espinosa, R. J. Rudy and B.             for Million Degree Gas in the Galactic     1986.                                            Jones: Extended Non-Nuclear Infrared             Halo and the LMC Through [Fe Xl
                                                                                                                                           25     A 6375 Absorption. Astrophysical Jour-         was not considered until now due to the         are kindly requested to contact the Im-     nal. April 1986.                               excellent performance of IHAP. The              age Processing Group in ESO directly.442. E. Giraud: The Dependence of the Tul-          commands use AGL as standard                    The MIOAS distribution kit is provided     Iy-Fisher Relation on Morphological            graphics package. Functions included            free of charge to all non-profit research     Type. Astrophysical Journal. May 1986.                                                    are wavelength and flux calibration tools       organizations. New releases will be443. P. Magain: Contribution Functions and     the Depths of Formation of Spectral            and some interactive analysis facilities.       mailed automatically if we have received     Lines. Astronomy and Astrophysics.             More developments are expected in this          the returned distribution tape at least     May 1986.                                      area in the near future.                        one month prior to the release date.444. A. F. M. Moorwood: 3.28 flm Feature              Another area of activity was the fitting     and Continuum Emission in Galaxy               package. New methods are now avail-     Nuclei. Astronomy and Astrophysics.                                                                                                    3. A Portable MIDAS Version                                                    able to perform Least-Squares approxi-     May 1986.                                      mations to images and tabular data.                Most new computers are offered with                                                                                                    the UNIX operating system wh ich has                                                                                                    been adopted also by major European                                                    2. Distribution Policy                                                                                                    vendors. In order to provide MIOAS forMIDAS Memo                                             The distribution policy for MIOAS has                                                    been revised to ensure a better service                                                                                                    such systems (e. g. workstations), a                                                                                                    portable version of MIOAS will be de-                                                    for the growing number of users at other        veloped. This version will run under bothESO Image Processing Group                          institutes. The basic scheme has been           VAXNMS and UNIX, and be upgraded                                                    modelied after the concept used by              with real-time features for data acquisi-                                                    AlPS. There will be two major releases          tion and network capabilities. The de-1. Application Developments                                                    of MIOAS taking place January 15 and            sign specifications will be presented to   In this summer release of MIOAS a                July 15 each year, i. e. this July release is   the community in the fall of this yeargreat step towards hardware indepen-                denoted 86JUL 15. In addition, minor            while arelease is expected in the springdence has been achieved: First, the AGL             releases will be made April 15 and Oc-          of 1988.library from ASTRONET is now used by                tober 15 when required. New reductionall graphics applications in MIOAS. The             packages and significant modifications                                                                                                    4. Computer Upgrademetafile oriented AGL package already               will be distributed with major releasessupports a lot of different graphic de-             while minor ones will contain bug-fixes            The main scientific computer facilitiesvices and backend drivers for other de-             and small enhancements only.                    of ESO were upgraded at the end ofvices may be added easily. Second, all                 The release tape contains installation       June to meet the growing demand fromimage display applications of MIOAS are             procedures, help files and MIOAS code           users. The VAX 11/780 and VAX 11/785now based upon a proto-type of the 101'             needed for generating the system ex-            computers are replaced by two VAXinterfaces. An actual implementation of             cept commercial libraries. All applica-         8600 machines increasing the total per-the 101 interfaces has been done at ESO             tion programmes are available in FOR-           formance by more than a factor of 3 tofor the OeAnza IP 8500 and also at                  TRAN source code, whereas monitor               8.4 MIPS. The 1/0 performance of theTrieste for an EIOOBRAIN 7001. The                  and libraries are distributed as object         system is also increased by a secondconcept of these 101 routines was suc-              code for VAXNMS, since parts of the             SBI bus on one VAX 8600 computer andcessfully tested in Trieste. We im-                 latter code may be written in other             the use of faster Winchester disk drivesplemented MIOAS on the EIOOBRAIN                    languages. Source code as weil as ex-           from System Industries. Further, a VAXmachine by simply replacing the OeAn-               ecutable images and test files are avail-       station II/GPX was purchased for imageza 101 interfaces with the 101 interfaces           able on special request. Two special            processing applications. This worksta-of the Trieste group!                               libraries are needed for linking MIOAS,         tion runs UNIX and will be used for the   A set of commands for reduction and              namely: NAG for mathematical routines           first implementation of the portableanalysis of one-dimensional spectra is              and AGL for graphics. The latter can be         MIOAS version under UNIX. The compu-now available. For a long time this was a           obtained through ESO or directly from           ters are interconnected with a Localmain missing area of applications that              ASTRONET.                                       Area Network which uses Oecnet pro-                                                       Arequest form for MIOAS releases             tocol between OEC equipment and TCII  • Image Display Interfaces which have been pre-                                                    was sent to all institutes on our pres-         IP for communication to other systemssented at the Data Analysis Workshop al ESO in      ent tape mailing list in early June. Other      such as HP computers and measuringFebruary 1986.                                      institutes wh ich would like to use MIOAS       machines.

Remote Control of 2.2-m Telescope from Garehing
G. RAFFI and M. ZIEBELL, ESO   A Remote Control (RC) run of the                 astronomers involved had a chance to            trol room at La Silla, without the need to2.2-m telescope at La Silla was carried             work both with images and spectros-             have a fixed and predetermined observ-out from Garching during six observing              copic data.                                     ing programme.nights in the period March 23-29, 1986.                The RC concept implemented andThis was the next logical step after the            tested in this run is what we call "In-test run of La Serena in June 1984. The             teractive Remote Control", to point out                                                                                                    The Telephone Linkinstruments used, each for 3 nights,                that the user works at the computer               The RC set-up consisted of two HPwere the Adapter with CCO and the                   consoles with the same degree of in-            1000 computers, one being the controlBoiler & Chivens with CCO, so that the              teraction available as in the 2.2-m con-        computer of the 2.2-m telescope at La26                                                                 REMOTE CONTROL CONFIGURATION
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Figure 1: The complete remote control configuration. One can see that the telephone line is time-shared between digital- and analoguecommunication, this last both for telephone and TV monitor frames.
 Silla (remote computer), and the second                     lem of different "quasi-compatible"                    with the field acquisition monitor and being located at Garching (Iocal compu-                     modems, which is what one would get                    finder telescopes to send a reduced TVter = near the user). They were con-                         asking the German and the Chilean Post                 image to Garching in a very short 'time.nected via a leased telephone line, with                     to rent modems. The communication                         It should be noted that the use of thea standard bandwidth from 300 Hz to                          was point-to-point, full-duplex and the                line in an analogue way (either for tele-3.4 kHz, available full-time to ESO dur-                     protocol used was HDLC. The com-                       phone or for video frames) was an alter-ing the test period. The telephone line                      munication software used at system                     native to computer communication. So consisted of the following trunks (start-                   level was DS/1000 from HP, and the                     this could only be done when no data ing from La Silla):                                         ESO software was developed over it.                    transmission was going on, but other-    a 500-m cable from the 2.2-m tele-                                                                              wise it did not have other effects on    scope to the Chilean Post repeaters                                                                             computer operations, which could con-                                                             The System Configuration    at La Silla,                                                                                                    tinue unaffected at the end.- a microwave link between La Silla and                         Figure 1 gives a complete picture of    Santiago,                                                the RC configuration. It shows how the                                                             leased line was shared, so that it was                                                                                                                    The RC Software    a satellite link on Intelsat over the    Atlantic up to Raisting, FRG,                            possible to have telephone communica-                 One aim of the RC software was the- a leased ground line from Raisting to                      tion and analogue image transmission in            possibility to offer exactly the same in-    Garching.                                                addition to digital data transmission, by          terface to the 2.2-m telescope in-   The line was a 4-wire line, conditioned                   means of a manual switching proce-                 strumentation from Garching as from La(equalized) in Munich and Santiago, to                       dure. In particular, telephone conversa-           Silla (e. g. same softkey menus andprovide a good-quality transmission:                         tion was possible via special telephone            forms as on the 2.2-m instrument con-The digital communication was via 2                          sets connected to the modem.                       sole). It was, however, preferred to leavemodems, with adjustable speeds up to                            Another possibility offered was the             the control of the telescope via the tele-9,600 baud, belonging to ESO. To have                        use of a system built by Thomson for the           scope control console to the nightown modems is allowed on a leased                            transmission of analogue video frames.             assistant at La Silla, following the usualinternational line and solved the prob-                      This system was used in conjunction                practice of work sharing at the tele-
                                                                                                                                                               27Figure 2: The remote control room tor the 2.2-m telescope in Garehing. 1 = messages {rom La Silla, 2 = messages to La Silla, 3 = modem, 4 = TVimages receiver, 5 = field acquisition TV monitor, 6 = phone, 7 = Ramtek monitors, 8 = instrument console, 9 = graphie console, 10 = hard copy.
scope between night assistant and as-            telescope (according to commands sent           but simply to greatly increased trans-tranomer.                                        from Garching). Afterwards data were            mission delays.   Figure 2 shows the RC room for the            sent from La Silla via a compression/           - On the whole, the line (including mo-2.2-m telescope in Garching. Figure 3            expansion package to Garching. Oata             dem and computer cards) was adjustedshows how the RC software was im-                went directly trom an image pracessing          with the main aim to have it workingplemented. At the top the ESO control/           (IHAP) file at La Silla to a corresponding      reliably. This was successfully achieved:acquisition software is shown, where             file in Garching, with an option to display     there were no hang-ups.the control functions, dealing with the          them on an image display monitor. It            - Typical data transfer times were how-interfaced electronics and user end part,        should be underlined that this activity         ever smaller than the times given above:are implemented in separate packages.            could go on in parallel both with the           7 minutes for images, 2,5 minutes forThe two parts communicate via mai 1-             sending of new commands or with local           spectrascopic data. This is becauseboxes. This was done some time aga               image pracessing in Garching. This              data compression/expansion was ap-having RC contral in mind.                       means also that transmission times              plied and, for spectra, only the relevant   For RC a remote mailbox mechanism             were much less noticeable than if the           part of an image was sent. Oata werewas implemented over the OS/1000                 user had been idle and waiting.                 sent in these times complete, i. e. with-software. This allowed us to keep the                                                            out loss of information.controller programmes totally un-                                                                - Oata transmission times could be re-                                                 Results                                         duced even more, applying cut levelschanged. They communicate under RCvia a link - rather than anormal - mail-        - The leased line, once set-up and               and division factors in the compressionbox with the user end programmes. On            equalized, was reliable and stable in            algorilhm, but in practice one never feitthe user side, while the user end inter-        time.                                            so time critical that this should be done.face was kept unchanged, some inter-            - The line was operated at 9600 baud             - The good pointing of the 2.2-m tele-face subroutines had to be added.               for data transmission.                           scope helped a great deal, so that no                                                - Transmission times for a full CCO              field monitoring was needed for direct                                                frame (around 170 KW) took about                 imaging. In spectroscopic mode, fieldData Flow                                                10 minutes, wh ich is some 40 % worse            acquisition TV frames were sent via the  Following the data flow in Figure 4           than the net throughput of the La Serena         Tevelex device. This is capable of send-one sees that data acquisition was done         test. This is not due to an increased            ing a TV frame, reduced to 50 % (everyon the contral computer of the 2.2-m            error (and therefore retransmission) rate,       other line) in 25 seconds.
28                                               REMOTE   CONTROL     SOFTWARE                                                                      reduced delays and all-time availability                                                                                                                                                  of a leased line are additional bonuses.                                                                                                                                                  However, packet switching communica-                                                                                                        GARClIlNG                                 tion will also be tried with La Silla during                         LA SILLA                                                 I                                                               pending RC tests. This could become a                                                                                  I                                                               general-purpose tool for exchanging                                                                                  I                                                               messages and short files.
                                         =1STANDARDESODATA                                                                                  I                                                               - The 2.2-m telescope was taken as aACQUI S ITION        CONTROllE                                                                                  I                                                               test case, but also other telescopes andSYSTEM                                                                                   I                                                              instruments at La Silla could in principle                                                                                                                                                  be operated under RC.                                 MAI lBOXES                                        I                                 (CLASS I/ol                                                           I                       0                                   I                                                           I                                                                          -..... =--:---......                                                                           ~                                                                                  I                                                                                   I~                                                                                   I                                                                                                                                                  Conclusions                I           I                              I                       I                                                                 We feel that the test was quite suc-                                                           I LINK                l4 '~'"O"'~                                I      Z                                                                                   I                                                                                   !                                                                                    I                                                                                                  5/                                                                                                 1000                                                                                                                                                  cessful in showing the potential of "In-                                                                                                                                                  teractive Remote Control". Astronomers                                                                                                                                                  have been working quite efficiently, not                    (UNCHANGED) MA I l                                                                      MAI     OXES                          too far from what they could do by being                                                                                                                                                  physically at La Silla. The efficiency                                               REMOTE                                                                                             could easily be further improved by sim-                                               ClASS 1/0                                                                                                  ~               ADDED COMMUNICATION                                                                                                                                                  ple measures and procedures in the                                                                                                                                                  software.                                                                                                  ~l        =     ~~:~~~:E CLASS      1/0 +          The approach of using a leased line                                                                                                                  INTERFACES)                                                                                                                                                  seems correct; though the case for aFigure 3: The controllacquisition software, as implemented in ESO, was adapted to remote                                                          wider bandwidth is still open, particular-control with the insertion of a remote mailbox package.                                                                                           Iy in view of larger size CCOs and in                                                                                                                                                  order to allow more parallelism for voice                                                                                                                                                  and video information. Also from the                                                                                                                                                  point of view of cost, the large amount- About global reliability one should say                      mentioned for day-time use of the line                                             of data transferred and the use of thethat very few restarts of the control soft-                    make a leased line a preferable solution                                           line for telephone communication duringware environment were ever needed.                             with respect to packet switching from                                              day time, seem to justify the use of aOnce computers had been started prop-                          an economic point of view. Reliability,                                            leased line.erly at the beginning of the night, theywould go on with less than one restart                                                                                                                            DATA      FL0I4per night. Even short accidental in-terruptions of the line, by using the tele-phone when data transmission was go-ing on, were recovered.- The manual switching procedure                                                                 LA SILLA                                                          GARCHINGamong telephone, Tevelex and compu-ter mode demanded for a preciseoperating discipline, which would not beneeded if a way were found to haveeverything, including switching, undercomputer contro!.                                                     I     CAMAC              If----j HP 1000                                               HP 1000- More shall be done and can easily be                                L---..;implemented in the direction of automa-tic data transmission, after every expo-                       ~---'~                                                                  DATA                                 '~                                                                                                                           "I                         Isure, on the basis of computer proce-                             ACQU I S I T I O~ /' .-.r~!               L..,---.----J/ ~ ~ ~ ~/'--:--....--Jdures.                                                                                             ~./                     ..\--                   """'.,'- / I- Ouring the day-time, the link was used                                                                                       ~       r---,/                                                                                               ~             ~ , ,/                                                                                                                      . ;.--/                                                                                                                            C                                                                                                                                       DATA         'h,                                                                                                                                     RESSION/TRANSM r~L~                                                                                                                                                                               "   \

for telephone communication between                                                                          --                 q                     I ~.
                                                                                                                                                      I~U                                                                                                                                                               ILa Silla and Garching. A permanentopen line between these two ESO sites                                                      0                                    /1                                                                                           I~                                                         ,\d                                                                                           1
is important to further improve commu-
nication and collaboration.                                                                                                                                 I- Any kind of files and data can be                                                                  REMoTE                                                                                                                                 I                    I       ---             LoCALtransferred at day time. A significant ex-                                                                  IMAGE PRoCESSING                                               I            (       I      COMMANDS         IMAGE PRoCESSINGample was the transmission of Halleyimages coming from the Wide Field                                                                                                                           >lIlr l 11" 1/, .'        't=>    DATA
CCO Camera telescope, transferred to                                                                                                          >              MESSAGES
                                                                                                                                              (Garching in the morning following the La                                                                                                              ISilla observation within a matter of min-                                                                                        I                    Iutes.                                                          Figure 4: The digital communication flow of information both for commands and data. The- The large amount of data involved                            contral, acquisition and transmission of data was all under remote contral commands sentplus the additional advantages just                            from Garching.                                                                                                                                                                                           29   It is also c1ear that interactive remote      use permanent remote control facility in     Acknowledgementsobserving, in the way it was tested,             Garching. We now feel confident thatofters entirely new working conditions to        future implementations of RC, Iike in the       We wish to acknowledge the relevantastronomers. Flexible scheduling, a few          case of the ND, can be based on ex-          contribution of P. Biereichei, W. Neeshours work on a telescope, recovery of           perience and are technically under-          and the TRS division at La Silla to thelost nights at La Silla are all concepts         stood.                                       success of this test. Thanks also to thewhich find a solution under remote con-             The net price of RC features, when        astronomers who took part in the re-trol from Garching.                              cost of operations in Garching versus        mote observations: H.-M. Adorf, P. An-   The test run also provided us with a          costs at La Silla are taken into account,    gebault, J. Danziger, E. Giraud, P. Gros-lot of feedback in terms of desirable            seems to be reasonable. RC from              b01, S. Jörsäter, M. Tarenghi, M.-H. UI-improvements which should be made in             Garching becomes therefore an open           rich in Garching and S. Cristiani at Laorder to have a friendly-and-easy-to-            option, even for the near future.            Silla.

Computer Aided Design of Printed Circuit Boards at ESO
H. KASTEN, ESO    Whenever a new ESO instrument is               The operator starts by inputting the       piaces the components within the board  made available to visitors, they receive a     connection list, i. e. which components      perimeter. This can be done automati-  weil functioning device which has been         shall be connected with each other at        cally or interactively to obtain the best  tested over and over again. The as-            which points. The programme then             possible component-to-board area tronomer of course expects this, and  when he sits in front of the computer terminal, happily monitoring this or that  celestial object, he is unlikely to think of the amount of work that has been per- formed before. He is rarely aware of the  densely packed electronics racks in the  other room and even less of the rows and rows of "cards" within them.    ESO designs its own instruments be- cause it would be very difticult, if not impossible, to contract this work to out- side firms. However, after the initial de- sign phase, industries in the member countries are often asked to build parts according to the detailed plans pro- duced at ESO. This is also the case for some electronic components. In order to accommodate modern electronics and to facilitate maintenance, it has since long been customary to design Printed Circuit Boards which can easily be plugged into the cabinets. The de- sign of such boards (PCB) was always rather difticult and time-consuming, but a new computer-supported technique (CAD = Computer Aided Design) has now for some time greatly facilitated this kind of work at the Electronics Group at ESO.    The new system increases the reliabil- ity and precision and significantly re- duces the time needed to design a board. It is based on a Prime Computer2250 and two software packages, Auto-plan and Autoboard. The CV-Grado sys-tem was installed in early 1984 and hassince been used extensively. The pro-duction rate is now several dozen ofnew boards/year, each having up to 300electronic components. The startingpoint is a "messy" circuit diagram andthe result is a weil organized, (near)-optimal configuration of the PCB, withall wiring, etc. specified.                      Figure 1: The CAD-PCB system at the ESO Electronics Group in Garehing.
30                                                                           cn
                                                                                      0°1         GRADO-CV-Configuration at                                                                                                  ESO
                                                                                      II                                                                                      o                                                                                      o                                                                                      o                                                                                      o                                                                                                  1. CPU: Prime-Computer 2250 (32 Bit)                                                                                                     Memory - 0.5 MB Autoboard                                                                                                              - 1.0 MB Autoplan + Auto-                                                                                                                board                                                                                      o              Disk     - 60 MB                                                                                      o                                                                                      o                                                                                      o           2. Peripherals: System eonsole, printer,                                                                                      o              tape drive                                                                                      o                                                                                      o           3. Graphie workstation: Ramtek-Colar-                                                                                      o                                                                                      o              display, Summagraphie Tablet, AI-                                                                                      o                                                                                      o              phanumerie Terminal                                                                                      o                                                                                      o                                                                                      o                                                                                                  4. Hardeopy: Faeit printer                                                                                      o                                                                                      o                                                                                                  5. Plotter: Penplotter BENSON, Photo-                                                                                      o                                                                                      o                                                                                                     plotter (Quest) GQ-40 (external). All                                                                                      o                                                                                      o                                                                                                     data storage is brought on a magnetie                                                                                      o              tape-eassette.                                                                                ,)1                                                                                      08~STUECV.UNGS       LANPI     CON'ROLL~R   - (NTr)   -   CS-    1304
              PI-CONTROL,-ER            (NTT) - cs_p· 'SCH                                        ratio; normally around 50 per cent. Then                                                                                                 follows the crucial operation: the auto-                                                                                            GI                                                                                            GI   matie process to determine the optimal                                                                                            GI                                                                                            GI   routing of connections (Autorouter). The                                                                                            GI                                                                                                 two algorithms from Stitching and Lee                                                                                                 are used. The problem reminds us of the                                                                                                 classical one known as the "travelling                                                                                                 astronomer" (what is the shortest route,                                                                                                 if he has to visit x observatories?).                                                                                                    For a dense PCB, the Autorouter                                                                                                 routine can take up to 16-24 hours.                                                                                                 Therefore, we normally run these pro-                                                                                                 grammes overnight or during weekends.                                                                                                 Even then, a few connections are some-                                                                                                 times not found. Then an iterative, in-                                                                                            GI                                                                                            GI   teractive process is needed. Once the                                                                                            GI                                                                                            GI                                                                                            GI                                                                                                 operator is satisfied, detailed drawings            C-SIDE.                                                                                            ID   of the PCB design are output, including EI)          ES.:J                                                                              alilayers of the board, which are needed                                                                                                 for the fabrication. This entire procedureBAUT ILE·SEITE                                                                                   also guarantees full correspondence be-PI-CONTROLLER -        INTT) - CS-P-1S04                                                         tween the PCB and its documentation, aFigure 2: Example of PCB board design for the PI controller at the NIT. The board measures       fact that greatly facilitates maintenance.100 x 160 mm (Europe size) and contains 82 components with 316 connections; component-           Moreover, the software automaticallyto-board ratio is 45 per cent. Upper: Placement of components. Lower: Wiring diagram on          rejects "errors", which might otherwisecomponent side.                                                                                  have gone undetected until the board                                                                                                 had already been produced.                                                                                                    The work as PCB-designer has                                                                                                 changed drastically with the introduc-                                                                                                 tion of CAD at ESO. In less time, we can                                                                                                 produce more and better boards and on                                                                                                 top of it, it is also interesting to use                                                                                                 modern techniques.
                                                                                                 ESO Publications                                                                                                 and Picture Catalogue                                                                                                 Now Available                                                                                                    A catalogue of books, prints, posters,                                                                                                 slides, etc. wh ich can be obtained from                                                                                                 ESO will be available from mid-July                                                                                                 1986. It will be sent upon request.                                                                                                 Please write to the ESO Information and                                                                                                 Photographie Service (address on lastFigure 3: Photo of board for which the design is shown in Figure 2.                              page).
                                                                                                                                         31                                                                                              with the aid of ESO telescopes equip-Extinction Variations at La Silla                                                             ped with photometers in which the fil-                                                                                              ters of the Geneva system had beenF. RUFENER, Geneva Observatory                                                                installed. Several remarkable features                                                                                              can be seen in Figure 1.1. Introduction                                 out of 5, a particular procedure is used         1. An important dispersion of the dai-                                                wh ich enables a precise estimate of the      Iy values, with a pronounced seasonal    The observations made in the seven-                                                extinction to be made even if the latter is   trend. colour photoelectric photometry of                                                not absolutely stable over the night. This       2. A slow decrease before the EI Geneva Observatory are carried out in a                                                is the M and 0 method, the advantages         Chich6n event and a more rapid trend very systematic mannner with equip-                                                and peculiarities of wh ich have been         following the discontinuity. ment wh ich allows a precise and stable                                                described in detail by Rufener (1964,            3. A marked discontinuity in October definition of the passbands. Ouring                                                1986). It differs from the classical Bou-     1982. It is a consequence of the erup- these last ten years, the Geneva obser-                                                guer method which directly applies rela-      tions of the EI Chich6n volcano in the vers have had permanent access to a                                                tion (1). This last case only requires the    Mexican state of Chiapas on March 23 small telescope installed at La Silla (al-                                                measurement of a given star at several        and April 4, 1982. titude: 2,400 m; latitude: -29°). These                                                air masses. The extinction k, is then            Let us examine in more detail these circumstances have allowed us to                                                obtained either graphically or by com-        three observational facts and their sig- undertake several programmes which                                                putation. The Bouguer method implicitly       nificance. we have already presented here (The                                                assumes the extinction to be stable dur- Messenger No. 31, 1983). Retrospec-                                                ing the time (4 to 6 hours) necessary for     2. Mean Extinction and Seasonal tively, this series of observations has                                                its measurement. This hypothesis is,             Variations been reexamined with the aim of ex-                                                however, sei dom true. Without entering tracting a precise appreciation of the                                                          Our observations of the mean daily                                                into the details discussed by Rufener atmospheric extinction in each pass-                                                         extinctions show a dispersion 0k, (r. m. s.                                                (1964, 1986) we can state that the M band as weil as its evolution with time.                                                     deviation) which varies from night to                                                and 0 method, which uses pairs of Actually, during 4 nights out of 5 we do                                                     night. A typical value of this dispersion is                                                quasi-simultaneous observations of two not measure the value of the atmo-                                                           0.007; this implies peak to peak varia-                                                stars, the one chosen ascending (M) and spheric extinction: the reduction to out-                                                    tions of the extinction of 0.02 to 0.03 per                                                the other descending (0), allows a sub- side the atmosphere of the measure-                                                          night. We quite often (10% of the M and                                                sequent estimate of the instantaneous ments is then made by using the mean                                                         o nights) find amplitudes of variation of                                                extinction prevailing at the time of the extinction values. Simplifying the prob-                                                     twice these values. The dispersion ob-                                                measurement of each pair to be made. lem, we can summarize the computa-                                                           served over the series of daily values is                                                Although this method allows the extinc- tion of the magnitudes outside the at- ti on to be slowly variable during the                larger, clearly more pronounced for the mosphere by the following formula.                                                           ultraviolet than for the visible. Figure 1                                                night it assumes, on the other hand, that                                                it is isotropic at a given moment. This       shows peak to peak variations ranging          mo , , = mZ" - kl, Fz + CI.      (1)                                                trom 0.05 for kM to 0.10 for k1uJ . It is                                                last condition is weil confirmed during where: mo , ,: magnitude reduced to                                                          readily apparent that this dispersion is                                                the clear nights qualified as "photomet-                   outside the atmosphere                                                     seasonal. By taking into account the                                                ric". The application of the M and 0                   for the mean                                                               321 m and 0 nights preceding the EI                                                method leads to a particularization of                   wavelength A.                                                              Chich6n event and by subtracting the                                                the extinction as a function of time dur-          mo , ,: magnitude for the same                                                      slow decrease we obtain the annual var-                                                ing the night by interpolating between                   wavelength measured                                                        iation depicted in Figure 2. The fuilline is                                                the moments when the 4 to 6 pairs of M                   at ground level.                                                           the result of a sinusoidal fit with aperiod                                               .and 0 measurements were made.          k,:      atmospheric extinction                                                     of one year. This same sine curve is                                                   For the period situated between                   coefficient by unit of air                                                 plotted in Figure 1 after addition of the                                                November 1975 and March 1985 we                   mass.                                                                      slow decrease.                                                dispose of 452 M and 0 nights. For each          Fz:      air mass expressed in                                                         It is generally assumed that the at-                   units of zenithai atmo-      night   and for each one of the seven                                                colours we have computed the mono-            mospheric extinction is the result of                   sphere thicknesses                                                         three main causes which add together:                                                chromatic extinctions corresponding to                   passed through along                   the line of sight (3) Fz     the mean wavelength (A o) of each pass-       k (A o) =    kRC (A o) + k03 (Aal + kp (Aal (2)                   ~ 1).                                                band. The extinction k, adopted is the        k RC (A o)   for the Rayleigh-Cabannes                                                mean over the 8 to 12 estimates given'                     molecular diffusion.          CI.:     Constant allowing the                   adjustment of the scale      by the M and 0 method. We also obtain         k03 (A o)    for the selective absorption by                                                tor each night and each colour a stan-                     molecular bands which in our                   of magnitudes.                                                dard deviation (Ok, = r. m. s. deviation)                  case are restricted to those of    The inconvenience due to the ignor-         which provides an estimate of the fluc-                    ozone.ance of the exact value of the extinction tuation of the nocturnal extinction. Fi-            kp (A o)     for the extinction due tocoefficient and its replacement by a gure 1 shows the chronological evolu-                                 aerosols, dust and condensa-mean coefficient (kJ is much reduced if         tion of this estimation of the atmosphe-                   tions of various natures.the observations are planned in such a ric extinction for 3 wavelengths corre-manner that the air mass (Fzl passed            sponding to the filters                           Each of these 3 components variesthrough varies within very small limits                                                       as a function of several parameters; let                                                [U]: Ao = 3456 Atrom one measurement to another. This                                                         us point out the main ones: For kRC (Ao)                                                [B]: Ao = 4245 Aenables the main part of the error on kl,                                                     these are the atmospheric pressure andto be compensated for by a corre-                                                M: Ao = 5500 A                                temperature, for k03 (Ao) it is the reducedsponding adjustment of the zero point of           Some points earlier than November          height of ozone and for kp (A o) the quan-the magnitude scale.                            1975 are visible in this figure. They         tity of aerosols, whose vertical distribu-    On the other hand, for about 1 night correspond to M and 0 nights recorded                tion and origin can be variable.
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                                                                                                                                                33     The mean values and minima shownin Figure 2 are characteristic for the                       Jan. 1.                                                  July.1.                                                           Jan.1period preceding the EI Chich6n erup-                                                                                   I                                                   - -r--ltion; they are given in Table 1. The in-             .70terpretation of these values enables anappreciation of the minimal effect ofaerosols possible at La Silla. Indeed, by                                                     .65                              o   0subtracting probable estimates of kRC                              o        "'"                                                                             o                                                                                                  o       0(1,,0) and k03 (1.. 0), taken fram Penndorf                            o                                                                           00                                                                                                           o                                                                            db                                                                             0                                          o(1957), Van Allen (1976), Gast (1960) we                       o                                                                           o~                                                                                                           o                                                                                                                        o                 o                                 o                                                                                                                                                                                o                                                                                                                                                                                    0                                                                             0                                               oget for kp (1.. 0 ) the values of Table 1. The       .60                                                                       o        <J'                                                                                                                                              $   0                                                                                                                                                  o                                                                                                                                                              @                          omean minimum extinction by aerasolscan then be expressed by                                                                                                                    o~ oBo~kp (Aol = b 1..0 -   u   = 0.006 1..0 - 13   (3)     .55                                                               ~                                                                                                                        o                                                                                                                            0                                                                                                                             0                                                                                                                                                      o   0                                                                                                       o                              o   0                        o(k p in magnitudes per unit of air mass, 1.. 0in I-lm). The value of the coefficient b =0.006 is exceptionally small if one con-                           .0                         .2               .4                .6                               .8                        1.0siders the work of Siedentopf (1948).                                                                                                                                                                       phase                                                   Figure 2 a: Annua/ variation for the c%ur [U} of Ihe atmospheric extinction coefficient (kAo =The important fluctuations of the ob-                                                   k(u~ observed during the 321 M and 0 nights preceding the eruption of the E/ Chich6n vo/canoserved extinctions, be they seasonal or            (positive abscissa in Figure 1a). The s/ow decrease has been subtracted. The sca/e of thenot, result on the one hand from the               ordinates therefore corresponds to the period 2800 in abscissa in Figure 1a. The fulliine is Ihevariation of the physical parameters               fi/ted sine curve.which contral molecular diffusion and,on the other hand, from seasonal varia-tions of the reduced thickness of ozoneand of the various aerosols present inthe lower atmospheric layers. The al-                       Jan.1.                                                   July.1.                                                        Jan.1titude reached by the latter is clearlygreater during the southern summer, its              .35upper limit being situated above La Silla.

3. Siow Variations                                   .30       00            0
   of the Extinction                                                        o                                                                           ",il                                                                             o                             o           o   If we consider the 2,500 days preced-                                                                               o                                      oing the EI Chich6n eruption we notice, in            .25spite of the strang dispersion of thepoints in Figure 1, a slow and regular                                                             odecrease of the mean as weil as theextreme values (minima and maximal.                  .20This decrease is strangly chramatic,more pronounced for [U] than for M. Forthe values observed in the seven col-                              .0                         .2               .4                .6                               .8    h                   1.0ours and calling this decrease over                                                                                                                                    P ase2,500 days d"o, we find the relation               Figure 2 b: Same remarks as Figure 2 a, for c%ur [Bj.                     23d),o = 0.002    ),0- .                       (4)(d"o in magnitudes by unit of air mass, 1..0in I-lm). This decrease cannot be relatedwith a drift of the parameters which con-          k Iv]    Jan.1.                                                   July.1.                                                        Jan.tral molecular diffusion or the absorp-              .25   r--,---.--~--r--'----,----,--~,---,--~-~-~-tion by ozone, since no variation of thatnature is known. On the other hand, ifwe compare our observations withthose of Moreno and Stock (1964) and                 .20Gutierrez-Moreno et al. (1982), we areled to the conclusion that this decrease                       o                                                                   o                                                                                                                    o                                                                                                                                                                                    ois the continuation of the diminishing                                                     .15diffusive and absorbant effects causedby the aerosols emitted in March 1963by the Mt. Agung volcano (Bali, latitude-8°). Indeed, that volcano was re-                  .10sponsible for an exceptional stratosphe-ric load of aerosols with a probablemaximum in the southern hemisphere.                                                    .05According to Lamb (1970), the contami-                                                               .0                             .2               .4                .6                               .8                        1.0nation of the stratosphere could have                                                                                                                                  phasereached an altitude close to 50 km. The            Figure 2c: Same remarks as Figure 2a, for c%ur [V}.
34TABLE 1                                                                                         short, mean and long term fluctuations.                                                                                                We confirm the advisability of taking the  Filters                        U       8,          8          82     VI     V       G          necessary precautions to control this  1..0 [nm)                   345.6 402.4 424.5 448.0 540.5 550.0 580.0                          parameter wh ich is essential for the pre-                                                                                                eise reduction to outside the atmo-  kRC (1..0)                     .550  .289  .230  .185  .085  .080  .065  [magn. air mass- 1)                                                                           sphere of ground based photometric                                                                                                observations. Events such as EI  k03 (1.. 0)                    .016     .000           .000   .001   .025   .030     .039     Chich6n induce variations of extinction  [magn. air mass-'j                                                                                                which are locally quasi isotropic but <k>                             .589     .308       .246       .206   .126   .124     .114     nevertheless variable in time. Due to the [magn. air mass- I)                                                                                                restricted number of its assumptions, kp (1..0)                       .023     .019       .016       .020   .016   .014     .010     the M and D method is very useful for [magn. air mass-Ij                                                                             the correct estimation of atmospheric Siope dl.o                      .034     .012       .015       .013   .008   .009     .010     extinction. The analysis of the measured [magn.l2500 d)                                                                                 values shows the high quality of trans- EI Chich6n                      .070     .053       .055       .050   .048   .048     .040     parancy of the best nights at La Silla and discont. tAO                                                                                   the great frequency of nights during [magn.j                                                                                        which photometric measurements are                                                                                                feasable.
                                                                                                References eruptions of Mt. Agung and EI Chich6n            22°. The amplitude of the discontinuity       Allen, C. W., 1976, Astrophysical Quantities, are conspicuous by their very strong             was also much larger (about 5 times!).           third ed. Athlone Press, London. emissions of sulfuric gases such as sul-         The longer propagation time is certainly      Gast, P.R., 1960, in Handbook of Geophy- fur dioxide. In the presence of water            due to the greater separation in latitude,       sics, U. S. Air Force, Cambridge Research vapour this gas can condense in the              whereas the smaller discontinuity                Center. Mac. Millan Cp. New York.form of fine droplets of sulfuric acid (Ro-      following the EI Chich6n event may re-         Guiterrez-Moreno, A., et al., 1982, Publ. Astr. bock, 1983; Keen, 1983). The altitude           flect the combination of an intrinsic             Soc. Pac. 94, 722. reached by these droplets and their              difference between the stratospheric          Keen, R.A., 1983, Science 222,1011.                                                                                                Lamb, H. H., 1970, Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. small size can explain their very slow           loads injected by each volcano with the          London 266, 425. decantation through the stratosphere.           effect of difference in latitude or hemi-      Moreno, H., Stock, J., 1964, Publ. Astr. Soc. Durations of 10 to 20 years are esti-           sphere. The size of the discontinuity that        Pac. 76,55. mated as possible by Lamb (1970). On            we have estimated (tAo) over the extinc-       Penndorf, R., 1957, Jour. Opt. Soc. Amer. 47,the other hand, the fact that these dro-         tion measured in each colour is ob-               176.plets were still in suspension more than         served as weil for the mean values as for      Robock, A., 1983, Nature 301,373.12 years after the Mt. Agung event is            the minima and maxima. It is remarkable        Rufener, F., 1964, Publ. Obs. Geneve, A, 66,consistent with the strong chromaticity          that the amplitude of the dispersions             413.of the slow decrease observed. Indeed,           computed each night (OkJ as weil as the        Rufener, F., 1984, Reduction to outside the                                                                                                   atmosphere and statistical tests used inthe chromatic nature of this type of             night-to-night dispersions are not sig-                                                                                                   Geneva photometry. In "NASA sponsoreddiffusion is all the more pronounced if          nificantly increased after the discon-            Workshop on improvements in photome-the dimensions of the droplets are smal-         tinuity. This tends to prove that at the          try", San Diego State University. NASAler than the wavelength of the observa-          latitude -29° the stratospheric load              Conference Publication 2350, 108.tions. An order of magnitude of the typi-        was al ready weil distributed and suffi-       Siedentopf, H., 1948, Naturwiss. 35, 289.cal dimension of these residual aerosols         ciently isotropic not to alter these es-is $ 0.1 I-lm. On the basis of our obser-        timators. From the t/,o values of the dis-vations, we can also conclude that for           continuity given in Table 1 we can de-negative latitudes the period 1978-              duce a chromatic dependence of the1982 was the most transparent during             formthese last 20 years.                                                 tAo =   0.024 A-1                        (5)                                              (tAo in magnitudes, A in 11m). The expo-4. The Discontinuity Following                                              nent of the wavelength in this relation   the EI Chich6n Eruption                                              suggests that the size distribution of the     We notice no appreciable increase of     supplementary particles has a distinctlyextinction until the second of July 1982,     larger modal value (0.5 11m) than that of i. e. three months after the EI Chich6n      the particles responsible for the sloweruption. A difference in latitude of 46°     decrease of § 3. This is consistent withseparates the volcano from the site of        the fact that this additional stratosphericaur observations. The strongest extinc-       load decreases rather rapidly during thetion is recorded on November 3, 1982,         first two years. The largest particles de-seven months after the eruption. These        cant most rapidly.delays are Ion ger than those recorded atCerro Tololo (Iatitude -30°) by Moreno                                              5. Conclusionand Stock (1964) following the Mt.Agung eruption. Indeed, they detected a         This retrospective analysis over ten                                                                                                The trai! of a meteor is captured on this 20-significant increase after only 6 weeks       years of atmospheric extinction obser-            minute exposure of the La Si/la night sky withand measured the highest extinction af-       vations at La Silla allows one to better          the meteo mast in the foreground. Photo-ter 5 months. The difference in latitude      understand the nature of its variations.          graph by R. Lukas on Kodak 400 ASA filmbetween Mt. Agung and Tololo is only          We were able to calculate the sizes of its        with a 50-mm f/1.8 lens.
                                                                                                                                           35Seeing at La Silla: LASSCA 86M. SARAZIN, ESO   At the end of January 1986, a team of       The La Silla Seeing Campaign (LASS-                size dedicated to scientific analysis often observers gathered at the observa-       CA) was scheduled within the frame-                  atmospheric turbulence.tory for a two week experiment of a new      work of the VLT working group for site                  The permanent site monitoring in-kind. Their aim was not to explore re-       evaluation, chaired by H. Van der Laan.              strumentation includes a meteorologicalmote and fascinating stellar objects.        The scientific community had immedi-                 station and an acoustic sounder alsoThey wanted to track a lifelong enemy,       ately agreed to reserve simultaneous                 named SODAR (Sound detection andand also inevitable companion of every       observing time on three telescopes.                  ranging [Fig. 1]). To these devices wasastronomer: the seeing.                      Proverbially, it was obviously necessary             added aradar for tracking tropospheric                                                                                                  balloons, on loan from the Centre Na-                                                                                                  tional de Recherches Meteorologiques                                                                                                  (CNRM, Toulouse [Fig.2]). A full                                                                                                  monitoring of the atmosphere from the                                                                                                  ground to more than 20 km altitude was                                                                                                  then possible: The acoustic sounder               .;~                                                                                                  displays the invisible microthermal per-                                                                                                  turbations which affect starlight be-                                                                                                  tween 30 m and 800 m altitude over the                                                                                                  site (Fig. 3). It is an ideal tool for under-                                                                                                  standing the sudden changes in image                                                                                                  quality during the course of an observ-                                                                                                  ing run. The conversion of its output into                                                                                                  equivalent image width is relatively                                                                                                  straightforward.                                                                                                     The analysis of the free atmosphere                                                                                                  with free balloons permits the detection                                                                                                  of any particularity of the site. An exam-                                                                                                  pie is the Jet Stream whose 200 km                                                                                                  wide core sometimes stays over the ob-                                                                                                  servatory at 12 km altitude (Fig. 4). The                                                                                                  wind velocity there may reach 200 km/h                                                                                                  and models are being developed to re-                                                                                                  late wind shear and temperature gra-                                                                                                  dient to thermal turbulence and thus, to                                                                                                  seeing.                                                                                                     Leaving aside the increase in image                                                                                                  size, the high atmosphere is also re-Figure 1: SOGAR antenna and meteo mast near the l-m telescope at La Silla.                        sponsible for shortening the lifetime of                                                                                                  speckles (by increasing their number                                                                                                  and their agitation) and for reducing the                                             to look in detail at what was happening              isoplanatic angle (solid angle in wh ich                                             at our own front door before making                  two stars may be considered as cohe-                                             comparisons with other places. Lassca                rent sources). Such parameters decide                                             was certainly the first experiment of this           the     efficiency      of    interferometric
                                                                                 ----r-   500m.
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Figure 2: Radiosonde tracking system.        Figure 3: SOGAR display: decrease of turbulence level at sunsel.
36         ':"_'f"jCI ~O:'         111.11'1   t .:'   24         du      t5: 02                 ,='.                                           methods and are of prime importanee         RE~O:"JU               'll        ~'. 2.1·~:::6      IJ.   O;:TU         "/E'nt,         :=(1   I:     d t"-: f. },:,n   1Cl      t (I f'CO:: ;;'.0   .'1/::;'                                               for the development of adaptive opties         H0;;;' I.J fE     dl         1 (1 fl>? : 02: 5:;:: 55 TU                                                                            systems foreseen for the VLT.25k.'1                                                                                                                                                Speekle lifetime, isoplanatie pateh,                                                                                                                                             image size with and without image mo-                                                                                                                                             tion were simultaneously monitored by                                                                                                                                             G. Weigelt, G. Baier and P. Koller at the                                                                                                                                             2.2-m teleseope. Thousands of speekle                                                                                                                                             interferograms from single and double                                                                                                                                             stars have been reeorded using ICCO or - 20                                                                                                                                        a movie eamera.                                                                                                                                                 From the 1.52-m ESO teleseope, J.                                                                                                                                             Vernin and M. Azouit have been observ-                                                                                                                                             ing the seintillation eharaeteristies of the                                                                                                                                             same stellar sources with the SCIOAR                                                                                                                            I                teehnique (Seintillation Oeteetion and                                                                                                                                I                                                                                                                                I            Ranging). They eould derive the vertieal -15                                                                                                                            I                profiles of refraetive index inhomogene-                                                                                                                            I                ities from 1 km up to 10 or even 30 km                                                                                                                            I                                                                                                                                             over the site, aeeording to double star
                                                                                                                   ~                                                                                                                                             angular separation.

                                                                                                                                                Last but not least, the shearing inter-
                                                                                                                        I                    ferometer of F. and C. Roddier was in- -10                                                                                                                                         stalled at the foeus of the 50-em ESO                                                                                                                                             teleseope. This deviee is eonsidered as                                                                                                                                             an absolute ealibrator for the determina-                                                                    ~                                                                                                                                             tion of the atmospherie point spread                                                                                                                                             funetion sinee it is not sensitive to tele-
                                                    ~                                                                                                                                             seope optieal aberrations or mis-                                                                                                                                             foeusing.
                                                    S  -5                                                                                  I                                                         Proeessing data and delivering eon-                                                                                  I                                                                                      I                                                      elusions is not the smallest part of the                                                                                      I                                                      work but preliminary results allow us to                                                                                              I                                                                                          I                                                  hope that the analysis will be eomplete                                                                                                                                             by the end of the year. Besides the                                                                                                                                             inerease in the knowledge of our ob-                                                                                                                                             serving environment, these measure-                                                                                                                                             ments will allow some estimation of -~ =::;=~= :;:J~' ~ ~:~=~=~~~:~:::;::;:l~:;::;=:;=:;- ~~:;=:;=:;=:;=i;:;:~~                               :::;:   .                                                                                                      ~(; ;,:]~ -J ~5~/51 ~!:~:          I                                                                                                                                             dome seeing. They also have been of                                                                                  d--~--~--~-~--~--i80 'JJ,'-          i1b                                                                                                                   cl, '- j60                great help for the ealibration of the site                                                                                  N                  E."      S        W            '"       testing seeing monitor, seheduled toFigure 4: Tropospheric sounding output in presence of the jet stream.                                                                        start routine operation in August.

Very Large Telescope: Recent Developments
O.       ENARO, ESO   Readers may feel badly informed                                                        valent to the phase A of spaee projeets,           Chile are effeetively blowing from theabout the development of the Very                                                         has reeently been issued.                          same direetion (north-south) the windLarge Teleseope projeet, sinee no arti-                                                      The ESO base-line eoneept, ealled               sereen ean be fixed independent of theeie appeared in the Messenger after Oe-                                                   the linear array, eonsists of 4 indepen-           teleseope. An aerodynamie numeriealeember 1983 - a time when the VLT                                                         dent 8-metre teleseopes, with alt-                 analysis has shown that a promisingeoneept was still wide open. Sinee then,                                                  azimuth mounts, operating in the open              eoneept would eonsist of a platforma eoneept - the linear array - has been                                                   air but protected, when not observing,             eovering the spaee between the windpresented at the lAU Conferenee in April                                                  by removable shelters. The maximum                 sereen and the teleseope and loeated at1984 at Garehing. The internal study                                                      operating wind speed in the free flow              about 10 metres above the ground. Lowgroup was firmly established and began                                                    has been provisionally set to 9 m/see              air layers are eaptured beneath the plat-a thorough investigation of the array                                                     wh ich eorresponds to about two thirds             form thus ereating adepression behindeoneept towards the end of 1984. Quite                                                    of the night time eonditions at La Silla.          the wind sereen. The result, illustrateda number of studies - most of them                                                        For stronger winds, a wind sereen is               by Figure 1, shows that the wind load onfeasibility studies of eritieal aspeets -                                                 ereeted and reduees the average wind               the teleseope and partieularly in the re-have been performed and a synthesis                                                       velocity in the region of the teleseope by         gion of the primary mirror is greatly re-report of this initial phase, roughly equi-                                               about 50 %. Beeause strong winds in                dueed, whereas the air stream is aeeel-                                                                                                                                                                                      37I/INO V[(TORS
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Figure 1: Wind flow simulation of the pro-
posed VL T building concept, obtained with a2-dimensional fluid flow finite element model.A wind screen reduces the wind speed on thetelescape structure and the primary mirror. Alarge part of the air flow is captured under theplatform which surrounds the telescape up tothe wind screen.                                   Figure 2: VL T concept based on inflatable shelters and 2-position wind screen (here in down                                                   position for wind speed inferior to 9 m/sec).  erated beneath the platform. A great             2 and 3 show two examples) able to              The initial results look quite encourag-  improvement of local seeing conditions           sustain an open air operation.                  ing. Structure print-through looks less  is expected of this approach.                       The crucial question of the primary          critical than anticipated and the quality     Figures 2, 3 and 4 show models of             mirror technology is actively investi-          of polish does not seem to be inferior to  two possible concepts for the building           gated. One of the best materials for            that of glass. Thermal warping and sta-  and the telescope structure. lt is evident       mirror blanks is Zerodur, a nearly zero         bility is being investigated.  from the pictures that both concepts             expansion glass-ceramic. The presently             The primary mirrors of the VLTwill be  make a large place to innovation. For            available Zerodur technology cannot             active, wh ich means that the mirror fi-  instance the solution for the shelters of        provide blanks larger than about 4              gure is corrected in real time. A wave-  Figure 2 is based on a high-strength             metres, but new technologies could be-          front analyzer is locked on a reference  double-wall plastic fabric supported by          come available within a few years to            star and provides information for the  light-weight metallic hoops and inflated         make 8-metre Zerodur blanks. Alterna-           mirror correction possibly at a frequency  so that the effective wind load is always        tives such as metal are also considered.        of a few Hertz. This rather high frequen- compensated by the internal pressure.             Figure 5 represents an experimental             cy may be necessary to correct for wind The concept of Figure 4, based on                 light-weight steel blank recently man-          buffets. lt has been shown that bright metallic movable shelters, is more tradi-         ufactured. The process with wh ich this         enough reference stars will be easily tional but provides a safe, although less         blank has been produced seems per-              available in the 30-arcminute field of original, solution.                               fectly extendable up to almost any size.        view of the unit telescopes. lndepen-     The coude light beams transit through the tubes joining the telescope bases. The beam combination is effected either in a central "Combined Coude Labora- tory" for incoherent combination or for the purpose of interferometry in a long building parallel to the array.     The definitive configuration for the 4 telescopes has not yet been finalized and depends largely upon interferomet- ry and on site constraints. The scientificworking group on interferometry is very active in trying to define a realistic op-timum configuration. The concept of Fi-gure 2 is based on a compact and re-dundant linear arrangement whereasthat of Figure 4 considers a 25-75-50m arrangement which would provide 6different base lines. The mechanicalstructure of the unit 8-m telescopesshould be conceived for compactness,high rigidity, and for minimizing the windload and the thermal inertia. The presentanalysis shows that it seems possible to           Figure 3: Same concept as Figure 2 showing the mechanical structure of the telescape and theconceive a telescope structure (Figures            wind screen raised for wind speeds exceeding 9 m/sec.
38Figure 4: VL T eoneept with movable shelters and a non-redundant eontiguration tor inter-terometry. The 2 shelter doors are hinged on the plattorm so that the air f10w ean pass through                                                                                                                       Figure 5: An experimental steel mirror blank.the opened shelter with little disturbanee.                                                                                                                       Although in pr/neiple not an ideal material,                                                                                                                       stainless steel ean be polished direetly, and                                                                                                                       has a better thermal eonduetivity than glass.dently of the correction for wind load, an       formations such as astigmatism and to                                 An aetive eorreetion system would eompen-active mirror is viewed as the only way          correct it in situ with the active system.                            sate tor thermal and passible lang-termto obtain a very high imaging perfor-            An active system leaves also the possi-                               warping.mance, whilst keeping the cost and lead          bility to correct for thermal gradientstime for the production of the mirror            and long-term warping and thus allowswithin reasonable limits. As an example,         the use of non-zero expansion mate-                                   disturbances with an adaptive smallerit is envisaged to relax considerably the        rials.                                                                mirror is also investigated and small-tolerance on low spatial frequency de-              The correction of atmospheric phase                                scale experiments could start in 1987.
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Whither the VL T?                                                                                                                               (Drawing by H. Nuiiez.)
                                                                                                                                                                   39     Perhaps the most crucial question for                         definition of the active primary mirror     the moment is the development of an                           and of its support system.     adequate facility for the optical figuring                       Parallel to the technical investiga-     and polishing of the 8-m mirrors; this                        tions, scientific working groups pursue     is likely to determine the project lead                       the analysis of the VLT concept with     time.                                                         respect to its various observing goals.        The priority activities for the next two                   They are expected to give their final     years will be the detailed analysis of the                    recommendation by July 1986 before a     telescope dynamic behaviour and the                           VLT workshop to be held next October.

     Catalogo de ESO                                               febrero y mediados de abril, recibiendo la
                                                                   visita de aproximadamente 15600 personas.     de publicaciones                                              Dicha muestra se encuentra actualmente ex-                                                                   hibiendose en Punta Arenas, iniciando un     y fotograffas disponible                                      itinerario que la Ilevara a las principales ciu-        A partir de mediados de julio de 1986                      dades dei pais. AI mismo tiempo, el Museo     estara disponible un catalogo de libros, pu-                  Arqueologico de La Serena expuso una se-     blicaciones, posters, diapositivas, etc. que se               gunda coleccion de fotos y explicaciones     podran obtener de ESO. Rogamos enviar sus                     entre noviembre de 1985 y mayo de este aiio,     pedidos por escrito al Servicio Informativo y                 siendo admirada por aproximadamente     Fotografico de ESO (ver direccion en esta                     19500 personas.                     R. Huidobro     pagina).
     Exhibiciones ESO                                              Libro de ESO
        Durante buena parte dei paso visible dei                                                                   aparecera en 1987     cometa Halley por los eielos de Chile, la ESO                   Fue decidido que el libro de ESO titulado     contribuyo a una mejor informacion dei publi-                 "Visiones dei cielo austral" (ver EI Mensajero     co interesado, ofreciendo sendas exhibi-                      N° 43, pag. 36) sera publicado en 1987 con     ciones en importantes centros culturales de                   ocasion dei 25° aniversario de la ESO.     Santiago y La Serena. En la Galeria Azul de la                  Se estan finalizando las negociaciones por     Biblioteca Nacional (Santiago), nuestra expo-                 un contrato de publicacion con una de las     sicion permanecio abierta entre mediados de                   editoras mas importantes de Europa.     Contents     The editor: ESO Observations of Bright Supernova in Centaurus A                                                      1     G. Galletta: CCD Observations of Supernova 1986 G in Cen A . . . . . . . . . . . . . .                               2     S. di Serego Alighieri: Low Resolution Spectroscopy of the Supernova 1986 G          Near Maximum Brightness . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .             3     Tentative Time-table of Council Sessions and Committee Meetings in 1986                                              3     R. Nesci: Oxigen Abundances in Horizontal Branch Stars                                                               4     1. Le Bertre: The Optical Counterpart of OH/IR 17.7 -2.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .                         6     T. Le Bertre et al.: Infrared Observations of Comet Halley Near Perihelion .....                                     9     ESO Exhibition at the Amateur Astronomy Fair at Laupheim . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..                             11     ESO Press Releases . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..       11     ESO Book to Appear in 1987                                                                                          11     K. Jockers et al.: Spatial Distribution of Constituents in the Coma of Comet          Halley, an Observing Programme at the ESO 1-m Telescope . . . . . . . . . . ..                                 12     Staff Movements . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..    14     R. Falciani et al.: Optical Spectroscopy of the Coma of Comet Halley at ESO . ..                                    15     R. Haefner and K. Metz: Halley Through the Po/aroids . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..                         16     Images of Comet Halley - A Slide Set . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..               17     A. Moorwood et al.: IRSPEC: ESO's New Infrared Spectrometer . . . . . . . . . . ..                                  19     ND Mirror Leaves Factory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..           24     List of ESO Preprints (March - May 1986) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..                 25     ESO Image Processing Group: MIDAS Memo                                                                              26     G. Raffi and M. Ziebel!: Remote Control of 2.2-m Telescope from Garching                                        '   26     H. Kasten: Computer Aided Design of Printed Circuit Boards at ESO ...../. ..                                        30     ESO Publications and Picture Catalogue Now Available . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..                           31     F. Rufener: Extinction Variations at La Silla . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..              32     M. Sarazin: Seeing at La Silla: LASSCA 86 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..                   36     D. Enard: Very Large Telescope: Recent Developments . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..                            37     Catalogo de ESO de publicaciones y fotografias disponible. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..                             40     Exhibiciones ESO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..     40     Libro de ESO aparecera en 1987                                                                                      40
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